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ABSTRACT

High aspect ratio lithography utilizes high intensity exposure sources, such as
synchrotron storage rings, to deposit sufficient dose in the resist to produce a successful
pattern transfer. Such highly powerful sources are known to cause undesirable thermal
effects in the mask-resist-substrate system. Hence, the measurement of temperature o f a
mask-resist-substrate system during irradiation is an important exposure diagnostic
feature.
Deposition o f a reasonably accurate dose in the resist is controlled by knowledge
o f the exposure source intensity. Periodic monitoring o f the synchrotron radiation beam
power and its spatial distribution at the exposure plane is necessary.
In this research, diagnostic techniques based on thin gold film thermal sensors
are developed to measure mask-resist-substrate temperature during exposure, and to
measure the magnitude and spatial distribution o f exposure radiation power.

The

suitability of thin gold film thermal sensors for exposure diagnostics are demonstrated.
Fabrication, calibration and performance characteristics o f these sensors are presented.
Results o f the temperature rise on the top surface o f PMMA and at the interface o f the
Si-PMMA resist-substrate system in vacuum and at different pressures o f helium are
presented. Relaxation time parameter under different exposure ambiance is determined.
The thermal sensor measurement is compared with that o f conventional J-type miniature
thermocouples, and temperature measurements are compared with results o f a numerical
simulation performed using the finite difference heat transfer code, HEATING.

xvi
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A calorimeter, based on the interlaced thermal sensors, has been developed to
perform synchrotron radiation beam power measurements.

The concept o f internal

calibration, that combines calibration and measurement into a single operation, is
explained.

The advantage o f this technique in terms of the ambiance independent,

calibration-free performance and fast response time is demonstrated in comparison with
conventional calorimeters.

A procedure, based on an integral type measurement to

obtain the spatial power distribution in the beam is explained. The results o f beam
power measurement and beam profile measurement at the XRLC1 and the XRLM3
beamlines are presented. An empirical relationship between the synchrotron electron
beam current and the synchrotron radiation power is developed to serve as a quick
reference during exposures.

xvu
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1. Overview
The performance o f large scale integrated circuits is increased by means o f high
resolution lithography. This is achieved not only by producing circuit of sophisticated
design, but also, by increasing the density of circuits through reduction of the
lithography line width, w, and consequently increasing the resolution. Resolution, in
lithography, is dictated by the wavelength o f the exposure radiation; the shorter the
wavelength, the higher the resolution. As a result, new lithography techniques using
shorter wavelength exposure radiation have evolved. Figure 1.1 depicts the evolution in
the MOS (metal oxide semiconductor) memory device technology over the past few
decades (accomplished with photolithography) with a projection into the future, which
is expected to require the introduction o f X-ray, electron beam and ion beam
lithography [1]. In advanced microfabrication (micromachining), emphasis is on the
increase o f the aspect ratio (height to width ratio) o f the microstructures. In this respect,
X-ray lithography seems to be the most suitable option to realize significant advances in
microfabrication to achieve both smaller line widths and higher aspect ratios [2]. The
basic processes o f contemporary lithography are the exposure and the development of a
photo-sensitive material (photoresist) coated on to a substrate to form an image. The
image is transferred onto the substrate by additive or subtractive methods, depending on
the microstructure. Among the different types of sources available, a synchrotron ring is

1
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Fig. 1.1. Evolution o f MOS memory device technology [ 1]
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the most suitable source o f X-rays [2,3] and the research work presented here uses this
source.

This dissertation is concerned with the development o f diagnostic and/or

characterization techniques for X-ray lithography. In order to introduce the problems
addressed here, X-ray lithography is described in detail in section 1.2.

Chapter 2

identifies and explains the problems addressed in this work namely, exposure process
thermometry (section 2.2), and characterization of the exposure radiation (section 2.3),
along with a survey of the relevant literature. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 present the research
work undertaken and the results. Development of thin gold film thermal sensors is
presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes the thermometry of the resist/substrate
system during exposure based on the thin gold film thermal sensors.

A method to

characterize exposure radiation by using interlaced thin film thermal sensors is
described in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 gives a summary o f the work and conclusions. In
related extensions, Appendix A explains a characterization technique developed to
perform the bond strength measurement o f different bonding solvents and Appendix B
presents details of a characterization system built in conjunction with this work.

1.2. X-ray Lithography
In X-ray lithography, as the name suggests, the exposure radiation is X-rays. It
is a proximity printing technique in which a mask containing X-ray transparent and
absorbing regions, which constitute the imaging pattern, is imaged onto a resist-coated
wafer placed close to and parallel to the mask. Imaging is accomplished by projecting
X-rays from a source through the mask and onto the wafer. A term efficiency, e(hv), is
defined as the product o f the mask substrate transmission Ts and the absorbing power of
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the resist, given by pRp R, to describe the spectral utilization of the X-ray lithography
process [2]. That is,
s(hv) = Ts (h v )-p Rp R(hv)

(1.2.1)

where, pR and pR are, respectively, the density (g cm'3) and the absorption coefficient
(cm2 g'1) o f the resist. Parameters, Ts and p Rare the functions of photon energy, and the
former increases with hv, while, the latter decreases with hv. Therefore, e(hv) peaks at
some intermediate photon energy and decreases at higher and lower energies (see
Fig. 1.2).

Optimal exposures are achieved at photon energies for which the mask

substrate is highly transparent (with significant absorption of the absorber pattern) and
the resist absorption is the maximum, i.e., the energies at which s(hv) is the maximum.
For different resists, e peaks at different energies.

The advantage o f X-rays from

synchrotron radiation is that, it is possible to tune the photon beam to the band in which
the efficiency peaks for a given resist.
The proximity printing technique suffers from two inherent (geometrical)
exposure errors: penumbral blurring, 5P, which arises due to the finite size o f the
source; and runout distortions, which result from the non-normal incidence of X-rays at
the edge o f the absorber pattern and produce a slightly magnified image of the pattern
with a displacement, 8R, on the wafer. Fig. 1.3 shows a schematic diagram of the X-ray
lithography proximity printing technique. From the figure, the following relations can
be derived.
s- d,.
8p = -jji

(1.2.2)
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Fig. 1.3. A schematic diagram o f the X-ray exposure proximity printing process
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8 R = s - ta n 0

(1.2.3)

where, D and s refer to the source-to-mask and mask-to-wafer distances, respectively, ds
indicates the source size, and 0 is the angle o f incidence o f the X-rays at the edge of the
pattern. If D is large and ds is small, then both 8P and 8R become small. This is true
when a synchrotron source is used for X-ray exposure, thus minimizing the exposure
errors.
Furthermore, synchrotron source offers a high throughput o f X-rays compared
with conventional sources. From all the above reasons, an argument can be made that
the synchrotron ring is a much superior X-ray source than any other conventional
sources for lithography [2,4].
1.2.1.

Synchrotron Source:

Synchrotron radiation is the electromagnetic

radiation emitted by charged particles moving at relativistic velocities along a curved
trajectory [4,5,6], inside a closed ultra high vacuum (~10'10 to 10'" Torr) chamber called
the storage ring. The charged particles commonly considered are either electrons or
positrons. The radiation from a storage ring is of broad band ranging from microwaves
(>106 A) to hard X-rays (<5 A). Suitable optics are employed to select the desired
wavelength range for a given application. A schematic diagram o f a synchrotron ring is
shown in Fig. 1.4.
1.2.1.1. Principle o f Operation: Whenever a charged particle is accelerated, it
emits electromagnetic radiation; however, if the particle velocity is not highly
relativistic, then the energy emitted is almost insignificant. A quantity, y, defined as the
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ratio between the total energy of the particle and its rest energy is used to describe if a
particle is relativistic, i.e.,

7 = —~ r
m 0c-

(1-2.4)

where, n^ is the rest mass of the particle, and c is the speed of light. Another quantity,
P, is defined as,
(1.2.5)
where v is the speed of the particle. For highly relativistic particles, p « l. Electrons
kept in a circular orbit by a centripetal force emit electromagnetic radiation in a toroidal
pattern when p«l. For highly relativistic particles, i.e., P » 1, moving in a circular
orbit, the emitted radiation pattern is toroidal in its moving frame of reference but in the
laboratory frame, the angular distribution o f the emitted intensity is strongly distorted
into a cone about the instantaneous direction of electron velocity. As a result, the
emitted spectrum will be Doppler shifted in wavelength. The mathematical derivation
of this theory is discussed in detail elsewhere [5,6,7]. The total power emitted by a
highly relativistic electron when accelerated in a linear accelerator and due to centripetal
acceleration are given in equations (1.2.6) and (1.2.7) respectively.

( 1.2 .6)

- for p « l, where, P = the total power, e = the electron charge, (dE/dx) = the energy gain
per unit distance.
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- for P ~ 1 and from equations (1.2.4) and (1.2.5).

The radiative energy loss per

revolution is,

( 1.2 .8)

Some of the basic relations for synchrotron radiation are summarized in Table 1.1 [5,7].
1.2.1.2.

Characterization of Synchrotron Radiation: The geometry o f the

synchrotron emission is shown in Fig. 1.5. At any point in the orbit, electrons emit a
narrow cone o f radiation. Due to the relativistic speeds of the electrons, these narrow
cones overlap thus filling the entire orbit plane with radiation.

In the plane

perpendicular to the orbit (vertical plane), the emitted radiation is highly collimated.
The properties o f synchrotron radiation are characterized by its spectral flux, brightness
and brilliance. For the sake of convenience, the aforementioned quantities are defined
by considering the number o f photons in a horizontal angle, d a , o f one milliradian, with
a photon energy E and a band width, AE/E, of 0.1%. Then the quantities are defined as
follows.
Brilliance

Number of photons per unit time, per milliradian o f horizontal

angle, per milliradian o f vertical angle, per unit area of the electron beam, per 0.1%
energy band width, i.e., ObX2(E,v|/,x,z) {photons/(s.mrad2.mm2.0.1% AE/E)}.
Brightness

Number of photons per unit time, per milliradian o f horizontal

angle, per milliradian o f vertical angle, per 0.1% energy band width, i.e., Ob(E,v}/)
{photons/(s.mrad2.0.1% AE/E)}.
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Table 1.1. Fundamental equations for synchrotron radiation
Storage ring parameters: Radius o f curvature: R (m), Electron energy: E (GeV),
Magnetic field: B (KoH), Electron current: IB(A)
Variables: Emitted radiation wavelength (X), Azimuthal angle (i|/), Electron rest mass
(nio), Electron charge (e), Speed o f light (c)
Ouantitv

Relation

Total power radiated by a relativistic
electron (W)

r
2 e2c E4
P - Jl(X,t|/)dXd\|/ l(
K (m0c~j

Energy loss per turn per electron (keV)

E4
8E = 885—

Total power radiated (kW)

Ptot= 2 6 . 6 E 3 B I B

Critical wavelength (A)

R
18.64
K = 559—j = — - r
E3 B E 2

Characteristic energy (eV)

E3
= 2218—

ec

Energy o f a photon (eV)
e

Half angle yav (rad)
to ,

~

12.4
X

(
\ 0.425
= 0 S 6 iy kJ
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<Db(E,y)= | J o bX2( E , v | / , x , z ) d x d z
Spectral flux

(1.2.9)

Number o f photons per unit time, per milliradian o f horizontal

angle, per 0.1% energy band width, i.e., 0(E ) {photons/(s.mrad.0.1% AE/E)}.
<D(E) = JcDb(E,v|/)-dvj/ = J ( j J o bX2(E ,i|/,x ,z )-d x -d z )-d \i/

(1.2.10)

1.2.1.3. Synchrotron Ring at CAMD: The synchrotron ring at the Center for
Advanced Microstructures and Devices (CAMD) at Louisiana State University is an
electron storage ring. The electron storage energy is in two regimes: 1.3 GeV and 1.5
GeV. Fig. 1.6 shows the shape o f the radiation spectrum emitted by the electrons in the
storage ring and Fig. 1.7 shows the floor plan o f the CAMD synchrotron ring. Table 1.2
summarizes the characteristics o f the CAMD storage ring.
1.2.1.4. Electron Focussing and Storage Rings: The electron storage ring is an
assembly o f many components (see Fig. 1.4).

Electrons circulate in an ultra high

vacuum chamber with powerful bending magnets (1.7 Tesla) to change the electron
direction o f motion so that they are kept in a closed orbit. Synchrotron radiation ports
are located at these bending magnets to “tap” the emitted radiation.

There is an

injection system to bring electrons into the storage ring, which at CAMD, is designed to
operate at 200 MeV as opposed to 1.3 or 1.5 GeV maximum in the ring. The storage
ring itself is provided with one or more radio frequency (RF) cavities to perform two
operations - I) to accelerate the injected electrons up to the storage energy and 2) to
replenish the stored electrons with energy lost to synchrotron radiation. There are also
straight sections which contain focusing magnets (quadupole and sextupole magnets) to
confine the diverging electron beam to its original orbit.

Storage rings are often
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Table 1.2 Characteristics of the CAMD synchrotron storage ring
Lattice

Chasman-Green

Energy

1.3 GeV and 1.5 GeV

Critical energy

1.3 keV (1.3 GeV) and 2.6 keV (1.5 GeV)

Bending magnets

8 (1.7 Tesla), 2 ports per magnet

LINAC injector

200 MeV

Number of operational beamlines

8

Maximum current

300mA (1.3 GeV) and 150mA (1.5 GeV)

Average current

150mA (1.3 GeV) and ~95mA (1.5 GeV)

Lifetime

8 hours

Storage ring vacuum

1 0 ‘° Torr
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provided with long straight sections devoid of any major hardware to allow the
installation o f insertion devices like wigglers and undulators [5,6,7].
After injection into the storage ring, electrons are continuously lost due to many
reasons. The main reason is the scattering o f electrons by residual gas molecules in the
vacuum chamber and the Touschek effect [5,6]. Hence a parameter called lifetime ( tb)
can be defined for a storage ring as the duration it takes for the electron population to
decrease to 1/e fraction o f its original value. A phenomenological definition o f lifetime
is given as the duration between two consecutive injections.

The lifetime can be

increased by improving the vacuum in the storage ring. This is a tedious process, as the
radiation emitted by electrons causes the desorption of molecules from the walls o f the
chamber, requiring continual pumping and thermal outgassing. “Sweeping electrodes”
are used along the perimeter o f the ring to remove the residual ions by applying a
voltage across them.
The Touschek effect is caused by the electron-electron scattering within the
bunch. The scattering introduces some longitudinal momentum which modifies the
time of arrival o f electrons at the RF cavity.

This may cause electrons to lose

synchronization with the RF and they may be lost from the beam.
1.2.2.

Beamline: A beamline is a transport path for the photon beam from the

exit port of a storage ring to an experimental station. It is comprised of a stainless steel
tube with suitable optics such as, mirrors, monochromators and/or filters to achieve an
appropriate bandwidth selection o f the photon beam. For lithography purposes mirrors
and filters are primarily used. Monochromators are relevant mostly in spectroscopic
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experiments. Since mirrors preferentially reflect longer wavelengths, they are employed
to select soft X-rays (hv« 1.6 keV).

Filters, which selectively transmit shorter

wavelengths, are used in hard X-ray beamlines (hv« 4 keV). At CAMD, beamlines
XRLC1 and XRLM3 are, respectively, the soft X-ray and “hard” X-ray beamlines
dedicated to lithography (see Fig. 1.7).
One or more copper apertures are installed at the exit port to modify beam
dimensions, if and when necessary. A photon shutter is provided to control the entrance
o f the beam into the beamline. Lithography beamlines terminate in exposure chambers.
Beamlines are maintained at ultra high vacuum, typically 10‘9 to 10‘10 Torr and the
exposure chambers are typically at pressures of 10"1 to 10"6 Torr. Beryllium windows
are used to separate beamlines from exposure chambers to maintain their respective
vacuums.
I.2.2.I.

M irrors: Among the available reflective optical elements for the VUV

(Very Ultra Violet) and soft X-ray regions, only mirrors are considered for the purposes
o f this work. Grazing incidence (i.e., very small angle between the incident beam and
the tangent to the surface at the point of incidence) optics are necessary in the soft Xray range to achieve sufficient reflectivity. As the wavelength o f the incident beam
increases, the grazing incidence angles become smaller. To characterize reflectivity of
surfaces, a quantity called the critical angle, 0C, is introduced [5].

sin0„c = X ■
\,m 0c27c7

( 1.2 . 11)

where, N is the electron density (i.e., number of electrons per unit volume).

The

maximum reflectivity is limited by the absorption and incoherent scattering of the
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mirror surface. Since a perfectly smooth surface is impossible to realize, a parameter
called the surface roughness, o, is used to quantify the smoothness of a mirror surface
assuming a random Gaussian distribution. The reflectivity o f a mirror with a finite
surface roughness, cr, is related to the reflectivity o f a perfect surface as follows:
^ 4ngcos8j

( 1.2 . 12)

where R is the measured reflectivity,

is the perfect specular reflectivity. This relation

is valid only when the phase errors introduced by a are small (scalar approximation),
that is, when cr (cos0)/X«l.
A transmission Junction, t m, can be defined for a mirror as the ratio of the
number o f photons with energies in the spectral region of interest incident on the mirror
to that which is reflected off of it. It is possible to tune the incidence angle to achieve a
xMo f almost one in the desired spectral region within which the lithographic efficiency,
e(hv), is maximum.
I.2.2.2.

W indows and Filters: Windows are used to isolate two regions which

are maintained at different pressures in a beamline. For example, the exposure chamber
is filled with helium gas during exposure to cool the mask/wafer assembly.
conflicts with the ultra high vacuum in the rest o f the beamline.

This

A vacuum tight

window is inserted to separate the chamber from the rest of the beamline. However, the
presence o f a window will not affect the optical continuity in the regime o f interest.
The transmission o f a window (or a filter) is given below.
t w(hv) = e '(pwMw<hv)tw)

(1.2.13)
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Filters absorb lower energy photons and harden the spectrum where desired.
This is necessary to expose thick resists in high aspect ratio lithography sufficiently to
provide a reasonable condition for development. The phrase “reasonable condition for
development,” means a top to bottom dose ratio o f less than or equal to five, i.e., y < 5.
This is a recommended value [8]. To achieve a y < 5, it may become necessary to use
filters o f different thickness or of different materials or a combination of both. It can be
seen that similar exposures can be achieved either by using thinner filters of higher p,
(linear absorption coefficient) or thicker filters o f lower p,. Consequently, a term called
equivalence filtration is introduced [8]. The linear absorption coefficient, p, of a given
material depends on its density (p), atomic number (Z), and the wavelength o f the
incident radiation (X) and can be approximated within a limited range o f validity as
follows,
P i o c p - Z 3 • A.3

(1.2.14)

Using this equation an appropriate thickness scaling (K) can be achieved to provide for
an equivalent filtration between different materials. For any two materials, X and Y,
(1.2.15)
Hence.

(1.2.16)

Some o f the commonly used materials for windows and filters are Be, Al, Kapton™,
Mylar™ and polyimide films. Table 1.3 lists values of K for different filter materials
when PMMA (polymethyl methacrylate) resist is used.

Fig. 1.8 and Fig. 1.9
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Table 1.3. Scaling factors for different filter materials [8]
Material

Scaling Factor (IQ

Be

4

Kapton™

0.86

Si

0.083

A1

0.071
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show, in detail, the planar drawings of the XRLC1 and XRLM3 beamlines at CAMD
and Table 1.4 summarizes the components of the two beamlines [9].
1.2.3.

Mask: A mask consists of a substrate (support material) with an absorber

pattern on it [2,3]. To obtain sufficient contrast at all values o f hv at which s(hv) is
significant, it is required that the substrate be sufficiently transparent and the absorber
be sufficiently opaque to the incident exposure radiation. For the sake of simplicity,
phase shift masks are ignored here. The, contrast, CM, o f the mask is defined as the
ratio o f the transmission o f the transparent substrate to thato f the absorber. That is,
C M(hv) = ^ r = T;' = e(pAPA(hv)t*) = C A(hv)

(1.2.17);

where, Ts is the transmission of the transparent substrate, TA is the transmission of the
absorber pattern and CAis the absorber contrast. That is,
Ts(hv) = e_(psl‘s(hv)ts)

(1.2.18)

TA(hv) = e '(pAMhvHA)

(1.2.19)

Hence, from Eq. (1.2.17), the mask contrast, CMis equal to the absorber contrast, CA.
Fig. 1.10 presents the variation o f CA(hv) for Au with respect to hv for different absorber
thickness [2]. Notice that, Au offers a high contrast even for small thickness (for
tA=0.2pm, C a>2).
A mask substrate is desired to be dimensionally stable, flat, smooth, sufficiently
rugged and self-supporting to withstand both the handling during mask fabrication and
its subsequent usage [3]. Some of the commonly used mask substrates materials are,
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Table 1.4. Summary o f the characteristics o f XRLC1 and XRLM3 beamlines
Parameter

XRLC1

XRLM3

Ports

7A

7B

Description

X-ray lithography-circuits

Micromachining

Horizontal acceptance

5 mrad

5 mrad

Maximum energy

1.6 keV

4 keV

Energy bandwidth

500 eV

2.7 keV

Window

Be, 25 pm

Be, 125 pm

Optical element

Two Au mirrors,
1.5" grazing incidence

None

Filters

None

Be(300pm), Al(14pm)

Beam size at the
mask/wafer plane

5 cm x 0.9 cm

5 cm x 0.5 cm

Total Power at 100 mA
(No filters)

320 mW (1.3 GeV)
470 mW (1.5 GeV)

2 W (1.3 GeV)
5.5 W ( 1.5 GeV)
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Silicon (Si), Silicon Nitride (Si3N4), Silicon Carbide (SiC), Beryllium (Be) and
Titanium (Ti).
Material used for absorber patterns is normally a heavy material with a high
absorption coefficient.

Fig. 1.11 shows a comparative study o f the absorption

coefficients for some materials used as substrates and absorbers in the X-ray region. It
can be seen that heavier metals such as, gold (Au) and tungsten (W) are the best
absorbers.
1.2.4.

Resists: Resists are photo-sensitive materials. The name resist came

from the traditional wet acid etching in which materials resistant to the acid were called
“resists.” [3]

Resist materials currently in use, are all organic polymers.

A resist

undergoes a change in its dissolution property in some solvents upon exposure. This
behavior is exploited in lithography. There are several techniques by which a change in
dissolution rate o f a resist before and after radiation exposure can be achieved. Based
on this, resists can be categorized broadly into two classes, namely, positive resists and
negative resists. In positive resists, the incident photon is absorbed leading to a shower
of secondary electrons, whose energy is sufficient to break chemical bonds in resists,
thus rendering them soluble in certain solvents called developers. In negative resists,
the exposure radiation results in cross-linking of the polymer chains, rendering them
less soluble in developers.

Certain other kinds o f resists contain photosensitive

impurities called inhibitors, which reduce their solubility in developers.

Upon

exposure, radiation destroys these inhibitors, enhancing the dissolution property of these
resists.

It should be noted that, resists are generally soluble in developers whether

exposed or not, but, at dramatically different rates. The exposure radiation is used to
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introduce steep gradients in dissolution rates between the exposed and the unexposed
parts o f the photo-resists. At CAMD, the most commonly used resist is poly(methyl
methacrylate) or PMMA (C50 2H8) and the commonly used substrate is Silicon (Si).
Resists are characterized by the following parameters: sensitivity, resolution and
contrast. Sensitivity is defined as the dose per unit area o f the resist required to produce
the requisite lithographic pattern [1]. It is expressed in mJ cm'2 for X-ray resists. The
dose (DXg) which results in the correct feature size o f both clear and opaque features is
termed as the lithographically useful sensitivity.
The resolution o f a resist can be thought o f as the least distance between two
neighboring areas which can be exposed without overlapping each other. Resolution is
influenced by factors such as, 1) radiation scattering, 2) mask feature size, 3) lens
aberrations, and 4) mechanical stability of the system. The most important factor is the
radiation scattering, as it causes deposition of energy outside the intended exposure
region.

Exposure errors, explained at the beginning o f section 1.2, also lower the

resolution.
The average number of incident photons (J eV'1 s'1) with energy hv that are
absorbed in a resolution area element, 8 \ of a resist is given by,
N = Z l . ( l _ e-M).5 2

hv v

(1.2.20)

'

where, Pd is the incident exposure density (J cm'2 s'1) and 5 is the linear resolution. This
is an important equation which relates the characterization parameters o f a resist. For an
ideal resist, the following are true:
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1) The exposure density increases (at least) quadratically with the linear resolution, 6,
which means, resists with higher resolution have lower sensitivity ;
2) Higher energy photons require longer exposures to deposit the same dose;
3) Resists with higher sensitivity (lower contrast) require masks with a higher contrast
i.e., for a given dose, if N increases, then Pd should decrease. Since Pd is controlled
by the mask absorption, if CMincreases, Pd will decrease (see Eq. 1.2.17).
Normally, before exposures,

resists are applied to wafers on

which

microstructures are to be patterned. There are several application procedures, with the
choice depending on the required thickness of the resist layer. The objective is to form
a uniform, adherent, and defect-free layer over the desired area of the wafer. One of the
most popular techniques o f resist application is called spin coating. It involves flooding
the wafer with a resist solution and rotating it at a constant speed (~1000 to 10000 rpm)
until the film is dry. The thickness o f the resist layer depends on the viscosity of the
solution, the spin speed and the initial quantity of the solution. A graph of the thickness
o f the resist layer formed versus the spin speed is shown in Fig. 1.12, for a typical
commercial resist.
If C is the polymeric concentration, r\ is the intrinsic viscosity, and co is the spin
speed, then the resist layer thickness, t, is given by the following empirical relation [1].

t=
©

a

( 1.2 .21)

where, K is a constant and a , P and y are individual slopes o f the curves formed
between t versus their respective base parameters (co, C and q). The above equation
predicts only the average resist layer thickness, but fails to give any indication of the
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Fig. 1.12. Variation of the resist thickness with spin speed in a spin coating process
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quality of the film or its uniformity across the substrate surface. These are determined
by the quality o f the spinning solvent and the environmental parameters.
For high aspect ratio lithography in which thick resists are used (>75pm), spin
coating alone is not a suitable method o f resist application. In this case, resist sheets of
required thickness are either cast using a press or bonded to the wafer surface using
bonding solvents. The bonding process is described in detail in Appendix A.
In all application procedures, it is necessary to ensure satisfactory adhesion of
the resist to the substrate. Chemical compatibility of the substrate surface with the resist
is required to achieve a firm bond. In cases where wafer and resist are not compatible,
an intermediate solvent called the adhesion promoter is applied to the substrate surface.
This provides the necessary chemical compatibility between the surface and the resist,
allowing a strong adhesive bond to form. Adhesion promoter layers are very thin, only
on the order o f a few tens o f molecules and are applied in a uniform fashion.
1.2.5.

Exposure Process:

The samples are exposed inside an exposure

chamber. The exposure chamber houses a platform on which a mask/wafer assembly is
mounted. To achieve a uniform exposure over the surface of interest, the assembly is
continually scanned in the beam.

Scanning is accomplished either by moving the

platform with respect to the beam or by moving the optical element, causing the beam to
move with respect to the assembly. Factors controlling an exposure are the incident
photon flux, the mask/wafer efficiency and the power absorbed by the resist. Using
these quantities, a relation for the power due to photons of energy hv, absorbed per eV,
at a depth z into the resist is given below.
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Pr (z> hv) = PE(hv)I B0 •( t m(hv)x w (hv)) • Ts (h v )e '(pRMR(hv)^z

(1.2.22)

The above equation is true for transmission through clear regions of the mask. For
transmission through the absorber o f the mask the relation becomes,
PR(z,hv) = PE(hv)IB0 ( t M(h v )tw(hv))-{Ts(hv)Ts (hv)(e-l'"'» (*v|>'

(1.2.23)

where, PE(hv) is the source power emitted by the storage ring per eV, per horizontal
mrad, per ampere o f the electron beam current, integrated over the vertical angle (see
Table 1.1), E is the beam energy (GeV), IB is the electron beam current (A), xM and t w
are transmission o f the mirror (if used) and the window (cm'1) repectively, Ts and TAare
transmission of the mask substrate and the mask absorber (cm 1) and 0 is the
geometrical factor of the ring (cm'2). Helium gas is often used as a cooling agent during
exposure, hence, it is necessary to introduce a transmission term, t He, in the above
equation. However, it should be noted that helium offers negligible attenuation to Xrays, a desirable characteristic for a cooling medium during exposure.
A schematic diagram o f the exposure and development process is given in
Fig. 1.13. A wafer, W, coated with a resist, R, is exposed through is the mask absorber
pattern, M. The exposure time in mA-min, for a synchrotron X-ray source is calculated
below.
From the above equations, the rate o f power absorption in a resist can be derived
to be,
- ^ ■ = PEir (hv)I, a - 6(h v ),

(1.2.24)
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where,

P |fr(hv) = PE(hv)TM(hv)xw(hv),

and

s(hv) = p Rp R(hv) • e ^ PsMs’s*;

the

efficiency per unit depth o f energy absorption. The X-ray beam from a synchrotron ring
has a vertical spread o f approximately 2m0c2/E, which creates a beam, at a distance D0
from the source, of height h=2D0m0c2/E. In real exposures, h«Dvvaftr, where Dwafer is the
diameter o f the wafer. Also, the intensity o f the beam varies strongly within the vertical
position in the beam. To satisfy the vertical flux uniformity for a lithographic exposure,
the wafer assembly is scanned with respect to the beam and the beam is assumed to be
uniformly distributed over the entire length o f the scan. The length of exposure time is
calculated on the basis o f this assumption. The geometrical factor, 0 , is defined in such
a way that the product {PE(hv).0} results in power per unit area incident on the mask.
That is,

(1.2.25)
where,

is the length o f the vertical scan and the factor 103 arises from the fact that

PE(hv) is defined as the power per milliradian (horizontal angle). If E ^ , is the energy
per unit volume required to be deposited in the resist for a full exposure, and IB is one
ampere then the exposure time T ^ can be calculated as follows, using Eq. (1.2.24) and
(1.2.25),
-1
T exp = E re s is.

‘ 7 7T — / P f (hv)e(hv) • d(hv)

(1.2.26)

scan 0

EresisI is in J.cm'3 and the quantity in the denominator is in J.cm'3.A'l.s'1, giving T„p in
ampere-second, which is conventionally expressed in milliampere-minutes.

A

commonly used value o f Eresis, for PMMA is 2000 J/cm3 [10]. In the case of thick
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resists, in which the dose absorption through the resist depth follows a gradient, Ercsjst is
specified for the bottom surface o f the resist. Hence, the exposure time calculated as a
result over-exposes the resist at all levels above the bottom surface. Therefore, a term,
top-to-bottom dose ratio, y, which was mentioned in section 1.2.2.2 is introduced. To
prevent severe overexposures, the filter combination is chosen so as to keep y < 5 which
is a recommended value. After exposure, the pattern is transferred onto the resist in the
form of exposed and unexposed regions. This is called a latent image.
1.2.6.

Development Process:

The latent image formed after exposure is

subjected to a development process to realize the final three dimensional relief image.
Resist development is considered the most complex step o f processing and has the
greatest influence on the pattern quality [1].

There are two types o f development

processes, namely, dry development and wet development.

Both processes are

described briefly in the following sections. Three criteria are observed to optimize the
development process:
1) minimum developing time,
2) minimum distortion and swelling,
3) correct reproduction o f the desired dimensions.
I.2.6.I.

Wet development: The exposed resist is either immersed or sprayed

with a weak solvent. The solvent molecules penetrate the polymer by diffusion and
produce swelling of the surface layer. Hence, it is necessary to choose a solvent which
can dissolve the exposed resist at a fast rate and also in small quantities. The physical
process o f development involves several repetitions of development and rinsing before
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the final result is achieved. PMMA, a widely used X-ray resist is a positive resist which
experiences chain scissions o f the polymer when exposed to X-rays. Different chemical
changes induced by photons in PMMA irradiation, are discussed in detail elsewhere
[11].

The average molecular weight reduction due to chain scissions is the most

important chemical change induced by radiation in PMMA. This renders the exposed
PMMA more soluble in certain developers. The rate at which the development takes
place can be expressed in terms o f dissolution rate (R) as follows,
(1.2.27)
where, Ro, a and P are empirically determined constants which depend on the
developer. The number average molecular weight, Mf, is

(1.2.28)
^

100pAo

)

where, M„0 is the original molecular weight, G(S) is the “G” value of scission (number
o f scissions per 100 eV o f absorbed energy),

is the absorbed energy density, p is

the resist density and A<, is the Avogadro’s number (6.023x 10"23 molecules per mole).
I.2.6.2.

Dry Development: Dry development uses reactive gases (eg., oxygen)

to remove the exposed resist. The latent image in the exposed resist is used to produce
differential etch rates. The principle is to form a metal oxide that is resistant to the
reactive gas, which then creates an etch rate differential between the areas containing
metal oxides and plane surfaces. These metal oxide precursors can be either added
before or after an exposure. Consequently, the processes are characterized as either
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subtractive or additive, respectively. In subtractive systems, the reactive molecules are
“locked” into the resist upon exposure.

Post exposure baking releases the reactive

molecules in unexposed areas, thus creating a differential system for reactive gas
etching. In additive systems, the selective locking of reactive molecules takes place
after exposure. In both processes, it is important to control parameters like temperature
level, temperature uniformity, bake time, ambiance, time between exposure and bake,
reactivity of the molecule, etc.

These processes are explained in detail in several

references [1]. Reactive ion etching is not used in this work. After development the
wafer goes into further processing, like electroplating or evaporated metal etching or
selective doping.
1.2.7.

Post-Processing: The product of lithography is the developed resist;

however, to reach the end product, the wafer requires additional post-processing steps.
If the final product is a metal microstructure, then the developed resist goes through an
evaporated metal etching or electroplating. Schematic representation o f these processes
are shown in Fig. 1.13.

Electroplating is important for LIGA (Lithographie.

Galvanoformung und Abformung - a German acronym for lithography, electroforming
and molding) or high aspect ratio lithography.

Evaporation is preferred when the

thickness o f the metal layer is relatively smaller, i.e., for thin film formation (in the
range from nanometer to several microns). In the fabrication o f thermal sensors utilized
in this work, evaporated metal etching was used to realize the metal sensors.
I.2.7.I.

Evaporation: In the process of evaporation, the wafer is placed inside

a high vacuum chamber (-10'8 Torr) and the metal layer is formed through condensation
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o f an evaporated or sublimated metal on the surface o f the wafer. Vacuum evaporation
results in films o f extreme purity. This process consists of several stages [12]:
1) transformation of the material to be deposited into a gaseous state by evaporation or
sublimation,
2) transfer o f atoms (or molecules) from the evaporation source to the substrate,
3) deposition o f these particles on the substrate,
4) rearrangement or modifications in the binding of these particles on the surface of the
substrate.
The quality of the evaporated film depends on the residual gas pressure,
evaporation rate, temperature, substrate and the geometrical configuration o f the system.
The degree o f contamination affects the electrical and magnetic properties of the film.
It is desirable that thin films retain their physical properties and not deviate substantially
from the bulk properties [12,13].
I.2.7.2.

Electroplating: Electroplating is the process of depositing metal layers

into a desired form through electrolysis [14]. Electrolysis is carried out in a “bath”
containing fused salts or various other solutions. In LIGA, electroplating is performed
following resist development in areas not covered by the resist. Metal is deposited to a
thickness equal to that o f the resist. This results in an exact replica o f the pattern (see
Fig. 1.13).
Electroplating is conveniently used in the fabrication o f high aspect ratio
structures of certain metals such as, Au, Pt, Ag, Ni and their alloys [3]. The surface to
be plated needs to be conductive. This necessitates the deposition o f a plating base
before the application o f the resist. The presence of residual resist after development
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can cause problems for subsequent plating, because it is difficult to recognize residue at
the bottom o f fine lines.
Plating baths are chemically complex solutions whose composition is frequently
proprietary. These solutions may attack resists and traces of the dissolved resists may
contaminate the plating bath.

Therefore, extreme caution is necessary while

electroplating.
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CHAPTER 2
TECHNICAL BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

2.1. Exposure Radiation Effects
Synchrotron radiation is an intense source of X-rays.

Due to high incident

radiation power density, the exposure time necessary to deposit the required dose in a
resist is relatively short compared with conventional systems. However, the high power
flux of the X-ray beam may produce serious thermal effects in the mask/resist/substrate
system which are not necessarily encountered in the conventional sources [2]. High
power flux coupled with the low thermal conductivity of the resist can lead to mask
deterioration and damage to the resist. The central idea of this section is to understand
the physics and chemistry behind the irradiation o f masks and resists and to elaborate on
the thermal aspects o f irradiation which serve as a motivation to the thermal sensor
development.
Irradiation effects on materials is termed as radiolysis. It is defined as a series of
chemical changes in a material under the influence of ionizing radiation [15].

The

ability of a material to retain its initial properties before and after irradiation is called
the radiation stability [16]. The process of possible degradation o f a resist in terms of
its mechanical, chemical and electrical properties, and the overall integrity itself, due to
irradiation is generally known as radiolysis.

It can be understood as a multistage

process [16,17]:

39
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1. primary radiation effects : resulting in photo-ionization, electron-hole pair
production, fluorescence and excitations,
2. secondary radiation effects : breaking of chemical bonds, generation of isolated
structural and electronic defects as a result of de-excitations,
3. tertiary radiation effects : interaction and coagulation of structural defects leading to
loss of integrity.
These effects are described in detail below.
1.

Primary Radiation Effects:-

The initial effect of incident photons is to

expend their energy in the excitation o f electrons (primary excited electrons) from the
inner shells (K or L shells) to the continuum above the vacuum level, creating holes in
the inner shells [18,19] (see Fig.2.1). The primary excited electrons lose their energy by
ejecting other electrons from the atom. Holes present in the inner shells are filled by
electrons from the upper shells.

During this process, the conservation of energy is

achieved through the emission o f photons (fluorescence) or the ejection of electrons
(Auger process)[2Q\. The latter is a non-radiative process. Thus the absorbed energy of
incident photons is distributed into electronic excitations, which propagate through the
material creating isolated free and bound electrons and holes and collective electron
excitations [16,18].
2. Secondary Radiation Effects:- The excitations generated in the primary stage
can cause permanent damage to the material structure through de-excitations [16,21].
Residual changes occur as a consequence of the generation of isolated electronic defects
by the entrapment of electrons and holes in the pre-existing or newly generated traps. If
the de-excitation energy is sufficiently high (of the order of a few eV), permanent
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damage occurs due to the displacement o f atoms or ions from their regular sites. In
polymers, the secondary electrons are primarily responsible for either breaking of
chemical bonds or cross linking.
3.

Tertiary radiation Effects:-

Under high radiation doses, vacancies and

interstitials formed have sufficient mobility [18,23] to interact with each other and with
the other lattice defects. At room temperature, they exist in the form o f isolated point
defects, voids, dislocation loops, etc. These defects tend to change the structure o f a
solid and its properties. In X-ray masks, these defects could cause unsuitable tension in
the membrane leading to image distortions.

The defect migration and their

accumulation at grain boundaries can make materials brittle even though there is no
measurable distortion or stress changes.
2.1.1.

Irradiation Effects on X -ray Masks:

Commonly used X-ray mask

substrates are thin membranes o f Si, Si3N4, SiC, Ti, and Be. These membranes are
stretched taut within a frame. Membrane thickness ranges from 1 pm to 5 pm or more.
A typical X-ray exposure for high aspect ratio lithography, with an incident power
density in the range of 0.2 W/cm2 to 0.6 W/cm2, for 500 pm thick PMMA resist requires
an exposure time o f 4 to 5 hours at a 1.3 GeV synchrotron ring with 100 m A beam
current. Such long exposures can induce severe thermal stress on the mask material [2],
resulting in thermoelastic distortions [24, 25], Localized heating of the mask during an
exposure is believed to cause an oscillatory displacement of the points on the pattern.
As a result the image projected on the resist is spread over the range of this
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displacement and the printed image is an average [25].

This effect is called the

thermoelastic blur.
In reference 1, a calculation shows that the temperature rise in a mask with an
absorber pattern o f 0.5 pm thickness due to a source supplying 0.1 W/cm2 would be
approximately 250° C/s assuming only radiative heat loss. Hence, it is recommended
that a heat sink be provided to the mask during exposure. Helium exchange gas is used
to thermally connect the mask to the wafer and wafer to a metal heat sink at the back. If
the mean free path o f the exchange gas (ideally speaking) is less than the distance
between the source and the sink then its thermal conductivity is independent of the
pressure [26],

This means that the mask/wafer assembly can be cooled using an

exchange gas at low pressures inside the exposure chamber. It is essential to choose a
gas with a low absorption coefficient for X-rays. Helium is considered to be the most
suitable gas for such cooling. Assuming no heat loss by conduction through the mask
edges, a relation for the steady state temperature rise o f the mask with He gas cooling:
k HeAT
p* — T -

(2-U )

where, Pinc is the incident power per unit area on the mask given by,
ao
p inc

= !b JPEChv )€)(hv)TwTHe •d(hv)
0

(2.1.2)

and kHe is the thermal conductivity of He (0.144 J/m.s.°C), AT is the change in
temperature and s is the mask to wafer distance. The chief heat transfer mechanism has
been assumed by some to be the convection over the wafer surface [27] but there is also
an argument that thermal coupling between the mask-wafer and the wafer-metal sink
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provides a more efficient conduction path to achieve cooling [2] than convection. This
is because the stationary gas boundary layer involved in convection cooling has a
relatively large length scale when compared to the mask-wafer separation.
2.1.2.

Irradiation Effects on X-ray Resists:

X-ray resists must undergo

specific changes in their chemical properties for use in pattern imaging.

It is also

desirable that resists retain their physical integrity for further processing.

An ideal

resist, while changing suitably in its chemical properties after irradiation, retains its
form to undergo development and post-processing stages, resulting in a high quality
image.
A portion o f the absorbed photon energy, as explained earlier, causes structural
degradation o f the resist, but the majority manifests itself in the form of heat (molecular
vibrations) [28]. The degradation o f X-ray resists has been studied widely and for the
interest o f this work, the focus is on PMMA. Radiation induced reactions may be
classified into: 1) main-chain scission, 2) crosslinking, 3) formation o f small molecular
products and 4) modification o f the chemical structure o f PMMA [11]. In PMMA, the
degradation occurs through main-chain scissions forming volatile fragments (radiolysis
products). A mass spectrometry study of the photo-decomposition o f PMMA in soft Xray region has revealed the production of radicals like, CH3\ CO+, CHO+, CH30 +, C 0 2'
and HCOOCH3+ [29]. The intensity, number of fragments per absorbed photon, o f these
radicals is directly related to the irradiation time. CO+ has exhibited a consistently
maximum intensity over a wide range of dose (monochromatic exposure radiation
energy of 300 eV, 400 eV and 600 eV). Photoion and photoelectron yields have been
measured for PMMA in the photon energy range of 8 to 40 eV [30]. A significant
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difference in the photon energy dependencies o f these yields has been observed. Gases
produced as a result o f main chain scissions diffuse out rapidly even at room
temperatures [28,31]. This process is known as foam ing o f PMMA, which can cause a
problem in maintaining the post-exposure adhesion o f the resist. The number o f mainchain scissions is a linear function o f the incident power [28], and X-ray radiation is the
most efficient in causing these scissions [11].
As mentioned before, only a part o f the absorbed photon energy is used in the
chemistry but most is converted into molecular excitations or simply, heat.

X-ray

resists, PMMA in particular, have low heat transfer coefficients (~ 0.19 W m '1 K*1) and
the absorbed energy may lead to severe temperature increases. The rate o f chemical
reactions increases with temperature (Arrhenius behavior), and a rise in temperature
exceeding the glass transition (Tg) or the melting point (Tm) introduces dramatic changes
in material properties [31].

Lighter molecular products formed by irradiation are

frequently trapped in glassy or crystalline polymers and are released when the
temperature exceeds Tg or Tm (Tg for PMMA is 105°C). This was described before as
foaming.

2.2. Thermometry of the Exposure Process
Temperature rise in masks and resists severely affect the accurate pattern
projection from masks and a faithful latent image formation in resists [2,21]. The extent
o f temperature rise is a function o f the source power flux, which is characteristic for a
given synchrotron storage ring and the beamline. The characterization of this parameter
for a given set o f exposure conditions provides information necessary to achieve
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optimum results. The presence of helium during the exposure is known to significantly
decrease the temperature rise in mask membranes (section 2.1.1). This is because, mask
membrane materials are normally good thermal conductors and both the surfaces are
available for heat transfer.

However, since resists are, generally, poor thermal

conductors, they can be expected to exhibit steep thermal gradients along their
dimensions. This can be an acute problem for thick resist applications. In either case
(i.e., mask or resist), temperature diagnostics are necessary to optimize varying
exposure conditions.
Temperature measurement during exposure is a non-trivial problem.

Even

though a wide range o f temperature monitors are available, the specificity o f application
restricts the choice.

The selection o f a temperature sensor, and the location of its

placement on the body whose temperature is to be measured controls the accuracy of the
result. A temperature sensor under the direct influence o f radiation may be prone to
error due to the irradiation effects explained earlier. A term called thermal mass o f a
body is introduced here as, the product o f the mass, m, o f that body and its specific heat
Cp [32]. The magnitude o f this product directly indicates the degree of influence, a body
has on the surrounding thermal environment. The introduction of a temperature sensor
for measurements into a system creates perturbations in the thermal equilibrium of the
system, and a new equilibrium is established after a finite length of time.

The

magnitude of these perturbations is directly proportional to the ratio of the thermal mass
o f the sensor to that of the system. If the ratio is large, then the final temperature in the
post-perturbation equilibrium may differ significantly from the original temperature and
vice versa. Also the period of transience will be longer. For example, if a sensor o f
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mass, m, specific heat, Cp is introduced into a system whose temperature is Tj and if Tf
is the final temperature reached in the post-perturbation equilibrium, then, the enthalpy
required to heat the sensor is given by,
Tr
AH= Jm C pdT

(2.2.1)

T,

If Cp is a constant, then (2.2.1) can be written as,
4H = mCp(Tt - T ,)

(2.2.2)

Hence, it is desired to choose a sensor whose thermal mass is very small or negligible
compared with the system in which it is used [32]. The above equations can be used to
estimate the effect of introducing a sensor on the temperature of the system.
2.2.1.

Resistance Temperature Detectors:

These utilize the temperature

dependence o f resistance to measure temperature. The resistance o f a metal resistor is
directly proportional to its temperature over a wide range and hence through calibration,
temperature can be accurately measured over a wide range [32,33]. Semiconductors
used in temperature measurement, mostly have negative temperature coefficient (i.e, the
resistance varies inversely with temperature). Such devices are called thermistors.
2.2.2. Thermocouples: An electric potential difference is generated between
the junctions o f two dissimilar metals which are maintained at different temperatures
and there is a flow of electric current (Seebeck effect). This property is exploited to
measure temperature in thermocouples. One o f the junctions is held at a reference
temperature and the other is used as the sensing element for the unknown temperature.
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Temperature measurement is achieved by calibrating the generated electric potential
with respect to the temperature.
2.2.3.

Radiation Pyrometers:

These are based upon the measurement of

thermal radiation for thermometry. In this case, the measured quantity is the spectral
radiance (radiant emission per unit of projected area, i.e., energy per unit area, per unit
time and per unit solid angle), which is related to the thermodynamic temperature
through definite equations [32,33].

This is a non-contact temperature measuring

technique.
For surface temperature measurements, non-contact radiation techniques
promise the least perturbation in the thermal equilibrium o f the system.

Such

techniques have been used in temperature measurements o f masks in a previous study
[34]. A thermographic system (JEOL: Thermoviewer JIG-3200) was used to measure
temperature rise o f a SiN X-ray mask membrane in vacuum (< 2x1 O'7 Torr) and the
maximum temperature rise recorded was 50°C above ambiance with 30 mW/cm2
absorbed power.

However, this technique suffers from some inherent errors. The

accuracy o f the measured data depends on the unaltered transmission of thermal
radiation from the target to the detector. In reality, corrections due to the emittance,
reflectivity and transmittance o f the mask membranes and the transmission windows
must be applied to the measured value [32-34], Pyrometry is based on the concept of
blackbody radiation (total absorption and total emission), and the reflected radiation
from the mask results in an erroneous reading. Measurement o f temperature in helium
ambiance introduces a higher degree of difficulty due to the absorption by helium. For
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reliable results in such a situation it is necessary to filter out absorption wavelengths
[32]. For elements like silicon (Si) and germanium (Ge) the emittance changes with
temperature introducing significant uncertainties in the measurements. Another major
disadvantage is that the surface under measurement has to be in the plane of view,
which means that, this measuring technique is unsuitable for temperature measurements
at the resist-substrate interface. Improvements to the technique have been attempted
[35,36].
Silicon membrane mask temperature rise measurements have been conducted
using thin film resistors [24, 25]. For an absorbed power of 30 mW/cm2, a temperature
rise of ~7°C and ~2°C were recorded in vacuum and in 20 Torr helium respectively. In
this case, lithographically fabricated gold resistors were used as sensors. Thin film
thermocouples of Ge (doped with Au and B) [37], of Bi2Te3, o f Sb2Te3 [38] have been
tested for applications in lithography.

Semiconductor thermal sensors have been

developed and utilized by several groups [39],
An extensive literature search has revealed a lack of suitable diagnostic
techniques for accurate temperature measurement of the mask, resist and wafer, during
radiation exposure. There are published results of the mask temperature measurement,
but there is no available literature for the measurement o f the resist temperature rise
during exposure. Related problems such as, foaming and the loss o f adhesion o f the
resist to the wafer have been discussed in connection with the temperature rise [31], but
references for the temperature rise o f resists itself are unavailable. The thermometry of
PMMA is an unresolved problem.
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An equation relating the temperature rise o f a resist to the storage ring current is
a useful characterization tool, because the application of thick resist to a wafer through
bonding frequently suffers from a post-exposure loss o f adhesion that has been
attributed to the effect of temperature rise at the resist-wafer interface [40], to the
release o f radiolysis products [41] and to the effect o f photoelectrons [2], The latter two
effects can be monitored using suitable detectors (though not directly at the interface),
but no published data or techniques exist for temperature measurements at the interface
o f a thick resist and a wafer.
One o f the objectives o f this research is to develop a diagnostic technique to
perform the temperature measurement of a mask, resist and wafer system during X-ray
exposure. This technique will be applied to measure the temperature rise o f PMMA
resist and the resist-wafer interface.

An equation to relate the magnitude o f the

temperature rise and the storage ring current will also be derived.

2.3. Calorimetry of the Exposure Radiation
To achieve optimal exposure conditions, the information regarding the total
power of the beam and its spatial and spectral distribution are necessary [42],
Successful development o f the exposed resist depends on the deposition of the optimum
dose, which, in turn, is dictated by the exposure beam quality.
Radiation from the storage ring is modified in its energy and spatial distribution
by the use o f optics (mirrors, monochromators, crystals) and filters in the beamline
before it is utilized for exposures in the chamber.

Almost always, the physical

dimensions o f the resist/substrate system required to be exposed are greater than those
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o f the beam which are defined by the entrance slit to the beamline. This small beam
size necessitates scanning o f the resist with respect to the beam or vice versa to achieve
an over all exposure o f the resist area. For this exposure to be uniform, a flat spatial
distribution o f the beam is desired. In a beamline the quality of the beam is dictated by
the optics and filters.

The exposure dose calculation for a given resist thickness

presumes ideal mirrors and filters to determine the beam power. This, however, is not
always the case. The contamination of mirrors and monochromators over a period of
time is a well known problem [43-46]. Contamination is mainly due to the adsorbed
and cracked hydrocarbons generated predominantly by photoelectrons emitted from the
irradiated optical surface.

The rate o f contamination depends on the quality o f the

surrounding vacuum and the dose o f the synchrotron radiation. This contamination is
known to severely affect the reflectivity of the mirror surface at and above the carbon
K-edge (284 eV). Also, it increases the scattered light, hence decreasing the intensity at
the exposure plane.
Previous studies have shown that synchrotron radiation emitted by high energy
electrons, as in the recent generations of synchrotron storage rings, is intense enough to
destroy mirrors and monochromators when exposed to “white” light [47]. Even in
lower energy storage rings, optical elements without cooling suffer from thermal
stresses that lead to surface distortions, resulting in variation of beam power with time
at the exposure station [47-49],
Beamlines are provided with windows (normally made of beryllium) as vacuum
separators between the storage ring and the beamline, and filters to absorb longer
wavelengths (typically made of beryllium or thin carbon products). Extensive studies
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have been conducted on the buckling o f windows and filters due to thermal stress
resulting from synchrotron radiation [50, 51]. The compressive stresses produced due
to thermal expansion of windows and filters, in addition to possibly causing vacuum
failure (which is a more serious problem), also deteriorate beam quality. Impurities in
helium gas, used as coolant during lithography exposures, ionize under radiation and
these highly reactive ions are known to corrode beryllium filters or windows [52], thus
affecting the beam quality.
Another problem, which can be attributed mostly to human error, is the
misalignment o f optical elements in a beamline. Even a slight misalignment o f the
grazing incidence optics used in X-ray lithography beamlines can deteriorate the
exposure radiation severely.
In essence, it is safe to assume that the characteristics of an exposure beam from
a synchrotron storage ring change over time and hence require frequent monitoring.
This is especially true in beamlines with optical elements. Available detectors can be
classified broadly as wavelength sensitive and wavelength insensitive [53]. For absolute
power measurements, which is the concern o f this research, wavelength insensitive
detectors are important. An ideal device for such measurements must respond with
100% efficiency to the entire radiation spectrum. Such wavelength insensitivity permits
easier calibration. For example, a laser beam of known power can be used to calibrate
the device to be used in an entirely different wavelength range. The basic principle o f a
power measuring device is to manifest the absorbed power into some measurable
change in its physical property. For accuracy, the active surface area of the detector
must be large enough to intercept the entire beam, and must be thick enough to absorb
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the entire beam. These restrictions on dimensions lead to a minimum mass required of
the detector to be effective and efficient [42]. Below are given some o f the important
beam power detection techniques currently in practice.
2.3.1.

Bolometer:

This is a thermal detector whose resistance changes

proportionally to the incident power due to heating [54] (see Fig.2.2). The change in
resistance causes a change in the current, I, which is related to the incident power Pjnc as,
f =
dt

me

(2-3.1)

where, a is the temperature coefficient of resistivity of the bolometer, and m is its mass
and c is the specific heat. This is a simplified equation where the heat losses are not
included.

Minimum mass requirements for bolometers significantly increase the

response time.

The accuracy o f measurement is affected by the additional heating

provided by the current and the unaccounted heat losses [42].
2.3.2.

Calorimeter:

This is also a thermal detector whose change in

temperature due the incident power heating is measured by a thermocouple [55] (see
Fig.2.3). The change in the thermocouple output voltage, V, is related to the incident
power as,
dV
P
— = P -—
dt
me

(2.3.2)

where, (3 is the thermocouple constant (pV/°C). Calorimeters, also, suffer from slow
response times [42]. The slightest change in the operating environment requires re
calibration of the device. A similar calorimeter used at CAMD has been described in
detail in Chapter 4. Measurements made with this calorimeter, its response time and
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Fig.2.3. Schematic of the X-ray beam power measurements using a calorimeter
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Ferroelectric ceramic

Fig.2.4. Schematic of the X-ray beam power measurements using a pyroelectric
detector
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calibration procedure are discussed in comparison with the device developed in this
work.
2.3.3.

Pyroelectric Detector: This utilizes a ferroelectric ceramic detection

element which, when polarized in a strong electric field, attains a permanent dipole
moment below the Curie temperature o f the material [56]. Polarization is temperature
dependent, and hence the change in temperature due to the incident power can be related
to the change in the voltage across the detector (see Fig.2.4). For a given incident
power, Pinc, the pyroelectric signal obtained is shown below,

C(fe + f t) v 47tm c

(2.3.3)

where, y is the pyroelectric coefficient (Coulombs/cm2-K), C is the capacitance of the
detector-amplifier circuit, A is the area o f the detector, fe and ft are the reciprocals of the
electronic and thermal time constants.

The pyroelectric coefficient is a function of

temperature, hence the change in temperature upon irradiation must be restricted to a
small value so as to treat the coefficient as a constant over the range of measurement.
This is a limitation in the selection o f this type o f detector.
In this research, a calorimeter with an internal calibration facility to measure the
exposure radiation power will be developed. The internal calibration unites the process
of calibration and measurement into a single operation. This provides flexibility to
perform power measurements under different conditions without requiring pre
calibration. This feature is useful in achieving fast response times by suitably changing
the ambiance during measurements.

The device will be used to characterize the

lithography beamlines by generating synchrotron radiation power versus storage ring
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current curves. A simple technique to obtain the spatial distribution of the beam at the
exposure plane will be described.
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CHAPTER 3
THIN GOLD FILM THERMAL SENSORS

3.1. Introduction
To achieve a reliable temperature measurement of the mask, resist and wafer
surfaces, perturbations introduced by a sensor must be negligible.

Also, a fast-

responding sensor with good thermal contact is desired. Some criteria are typically
followed in the selection o f thermal sensors [57] and they are listed below.
1. X-ray absorption must be negligible compared to the substrates whose temperature
is to be measured;
2. Must be stable when exposed to X-rays;
3. Should provide a high sensitivity, precision and accuracy;
4. Must be vacuum compatible.
Thin film metal resistors will be used as temperature detectors.

The term

thermal sensors, from here on, refers to resistance temperature detectors. Thin film
thermal sensors o f gold have been used in previous mask temperature measurements
[24, 25], but their properties and characteristics have not been studied in detail. The
choice o f gold can be attributed to its stability against oxidation and convenience of
fabrication.
In this chapter, the physics o f resistivity, its thickness dependence will be
discussed in connection with thin gold film thermal sensors. The fabrication procedure
o f thermal sensors, their calibration and performance characteristics will be described.

57
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3.2. Theory of Resistivity in Thin Metal Films
The electrical resistivity, p, and the resistance, R, o f a metal conductor of length,
I, and cross-sectional area, A, are related to each other as follows,

R T O -P T O -^

(3.2.1)

where, T is a temperature variable. A quantity, cy, called the electrical conductivity can
be defined as the reciprocal o f p. Conductivity in metals can be explained on the basis
of the free electron gas theory. If n is the free electron density, e, the electron charge,
m, the electron mass and

u, the average drift velocity o f electrons, then a flow of

current i can be written as follows,
i = (n e )(u A )

(3.2.2)

I f , V is the potential difference causing the electric current, then,
V = E •d

(3.2.3)

where, E is the applied electric field and d is the length o f electron travel.

The

electrons, during their flow, are scattered by point defects, grain boundaries and other
electrons. This results in electrical resistance. The average distance o f travel by the
electrons between any two consecutive collisions is defined as the mean free path, Xq. If
t 0 is the average time o f travel over one mean free path, then,

(3.2.4)
If, cr0 is defined as the bulk conductivity of the material, then,

(3.2.5)
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Substituting equations (3.2.2), (3.2.3) and (3.2.4) in (3.2.5), it follows that [12,58],

Note that t 0 = (X</ u), the bulk resistivity p0= (ct0)'' and Xq is an inverse function of the
temperature. Xq is an intrinsic property o f a material which can be calculated from the
Eq. (3.2.6) as it is relatively easy to measure ct„. If the thickness, t, o f a conductor is
very small compared with Xq, then it is considered a thin film.
To compute Xq in Eq. (3.2.6), it is necessary to know the magnitude o f the free
electron density, n, and the mean thermal velocity, u. These are calculated from the
free electron gas model [58, 59]. The quantum state of a free electron is specified by a
wave vector k, and its spin quantum number ms. The lowest energy level o f the system
is the state k = 0. At T = 0°K, all electrons in a volume V would condense to this
lowest energy state, except that according to Pauli’s exclusion principle, only two
electrons with, ms = ±1/2, can occupy any given energy level. Hence, the cut-off energy
rio, can be specified below which all the levels are filled. This energy is called the
Fermi energy at absolute zero. If a quantity, N(e), is defined as the number o f available
states o f given spin orientation per unit volume in an energy interval s and (s+ds), then
no, the electron density at absolute zero, can be calculated as follows,

(3.2.7)
0

where,

1 ( dn(k)/dk"|

(2m)

de/dk J

4ft2/

v l
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with,

4
V
n(k) = -7 tk 3—-y ;
J

oTC

n(k) is defined as the number o f states contained within a sphere o f radius I k | in kspace, which is equal to the product o f the volume o f that sphere and the number of
states per unit volume o f k space. Substituting the values in (3.2.7) and solving for q 0,
the following relation is resulted.

The electron velocity at the Fermi surface is given by,

u=J—

(3.2.9)

V m

Substituting for % from (3.2.8) into (3.2.9) and using ft = (h/2/i), where h is the Planck’s
constant, the equation (3.2.9) becomes,
1/3

(3.2.10)
At, T > 0°K, thermal agitation promotes some electrons to higher energy states
leaving some states below r|0 unoccupied. The Fermi energy, q, at temperatures greater
than absolute zero in metals is calculated using the Fermi-Dirac distribution and the
limit o f extreme degeneracy approximation [58]. The result is shown below.

T1 = 0<

12U.J

(3.2.11)

where, k is the Boltzmann constant. The quantity in parentheses is the correction factor
for q 0. For monovalent metals, the Fermi energy is in the neighborhood of 5 eV (if the
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lowest filled energy state is considered to be at 0 eV) and at room temperature (i.e., kT
= 0.025 eV), the correction factor for q0 is only a fraction o f a percent. Hence, it is a
reasonable approximation to use, q 0 instead of ri during calculations.
Equation (3.2.10) can be used in Eq. (3.2.6) to compute mean free path o f
electrons in gold (Au). This figure is later useful in comparison with the thickness o f
the evaporated Au film resistors. Due to the overlapping of conduction and valence
bands in metals, it can be assumed that in monovalent Au, each atom contributes one
electron to electrical conduction [60]. Hence,
electrons

(3.2.12)

where, NA is the Avogadro’s number, AAu= 196.9665 g, and pAu= 19.3 g.cm'3. Using
(3.2.12) in Eq. (3.2.10), u is computed to be 1.39x10* cm.s'1. From Eq. (3.2.6), the
mean free path o f electrons in Au (cr0= 4.4x10s Q '.cm'1) at T = 300 K is found to be,
~37 nm.
The temperature dependence of resistivity varies differently in different
temperature ranges. At high temperatures, i.e., T > 0 D(the Debye temperature), a direct
proportionality o f p with T has been shown as [58, 33],
T

(3.2.13)

where, M is the harmonic oscillator mass, assuming the lattice vibrations to be simple
harmonic oscillations. For, T« 0 D, the resistivity depends on temperature as T5. If this
non-linear dependence at very low temperatures is ignored, then p(T) for metals is a
linear over a wide range of temperature [61]. That is,
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P (T ) = p0{l + a ( T - T 0)}

(3.2.14)

where, p0 is the reference resistivity at a reference temperature T0 and a is called the
temperature coefficient o f resistivity, analogous to the thermal expansion coefficient.
From (3.2.14), a can be derived as,

neglecting the thermal expansion of the resistor. The quantity, dR(T)/dT is defined here
as the calibration coefficient, P (Ohms/°C).
The electrical properties described in the previous section are true for bulk
materials, i.e., for resistors whose dimensions are large compared with their electronic
mean free path, Xq. In thin films (t « Xq), the conduction electrons may be scattered at
the surface boundaries before a distance o f Xq is covered. In figure 3.1, the electrons
with directions, 0 < 0 < 0, and 02 < 0 < k , encounter the boundary surface at a distance
less than V The effect o f such a behavior is to decrease the mean free path of electrons
in thin films. The electrical resistivity correspondingly increases in thin films and the
relationship between bulk and thin film conductivity can be derived from the Boltzmann
transport equation. The general Boltzmann transport equation for charge transport is
given by [33],

(3.2.16)
where, <(> is the electron distribution function (number of electrons in a given state per
unit volume). The first term on the left hand side indicates the transient state. The
second term represents leakage due to diffusion and the third term represents the effect
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o f an external force field on the variation o f <j>in space (r). The term on the right hand
side gives the dependence o f <|>on time (t*) due to collisions. For thin films, the spatial
dependence can be reduced to only z, the thickness variable. Also, if E is the force field
acting in the x-direction (see Fig.3.1), then the following relations are true in steady
state.

5<J>
a<j>
5<j>
dv eE
v x — = v y — = 0 , ~ = 0 ,a n d — = —
3x Vy 8y
a?
d t’ m
Eq. (3.2.16) reduces to,
dz d<j>
dt* dz

eE 5(j>
m 5v„

f 5<j>
at coll

(3.2.17)

The distribution function <f>can be written as [33, 59],
+<!>,(v,z)

(3.2.18)

where, <J»0 is the unperturbed function and <j>, is the deviation function which depends on
the velocity and space variables, with respect to the boundaries of the film. Imposing
diffuse scattering boundary conditions at z = 0 and at z = t, and using (3.2.18) in

m

1 -e x p
V

T 0V Z,

eEx0 a|>o
t-z
1 - exp
m
■ToVz;
"

for vz > 0

(3.2.19)

forvz< 0

(3.2.20)

i

X

<f>,(v,z) =

eEx0

5*

<j>,(v,z) =

X5* o
1

(3.2.17), the solution to (3.2.17) yields,

The current density, J(z) across the thickness, t, is given by,

J(z) = - 2 e ( ^ )

[ f f v A -dvxd v yd v 2
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From this an expression for the electrical conductivity, CTf for films can be derived as
follows.

a = ~ i j ( z ) d2

(3.2.21)

This integration is performed in polar coordinates whose details can be found elsewhere
[59]. The film conductivity is given by,

CTf

-

C

q

1 - — - J(l - e~t/l0 c o s0 )sin 3 0 c o s0 • d0

(3.2.22)

Applying limiting conditions result in,
-i
(3.2.23)
for t » X qand,

rf = CTq— f 0.4228 + ln -^ -]
4Xn V
t )

(3.2.24)

for t « Xq. The film resistivity pf is the reciprocal of crf. Figure 3.2 shows a comparative
plot o f eqs. (3.2.23), (3.2.24) and the bulk resistivity (p„) for Au as a function of film
thickness. The graphs for equations (3.2.23) and (3.2.24) cross over each other at a
thickness ~ 3 nm, which is ten times less than the Xq for Au. After the cross over point,
the curve for Eq.(3.2.24) approaches a singularity at t = X^,, which is an artifact due to
the approximation and the curve for Eq.(3.2.23) approaches the bulk value as t
increases.
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3.3. Fabrication Procedure
Thin film Au sensors were fabricated on silicon (Si) wafers and PMMA disks,
both 500 (im thick and 100 mm in diameter, using optical lithography. A schematic
diagram o f the fabrication process is shown in Fig. 1.13.

Sensors of different film

thickness were tested on a Si wafer and then the selection of a suitable thickness was
made for the exposure process thermometry.

The thickness tested ranged from

approximately, X<, to IOXq. Different thickness were 30 nm, 50 nm, 100 nm, 180 nm,
250 nm and 370 nm [62]. An insulation layer o f 1 pm thick SiO, was used on the top of
Si wafers.
3.3.1.

Evaporation: Thin films o f Au were evaporated onto Si wafers and

PMMA disks in an electron beam evaporator. To achieve good adhesion, the wafers
and disks (substrates) were cleaned with isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and de-ionized (DI)
water rinse followed by blow-drying. The PMMA discs were baked at 50°C for about
15 minutes for a thorough dry. The substrates were subjected to an oxygen plasma
ashing at a power of 100 W for one minute.
Evaporation was performed under a high vacuum of 10‘7 Torr. To improve the
adhesion o f Au on the substrates, a 5 nm thick chromium (Cr) layer was evaporated
onto the substrate as an adhesion promoter. The evaporation rates were controlled at 0.1
nm.s'1 for Cr and 0.5 nm.s'1for Au. For layers thicker than 100 nm, the evaporation was
conducted in several stages.

For example, a Au layer of 250 nm thickness was

evaporated in steps of 50 nm, then 100 nm, then 100 nm.
homogeneous layer deposition.

This helps achieve a

After evaporation, wafers were allowed to cool for
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about 10 minutes before unloading them from the evaporator. Evaporated films were
subjected to the scotch-tape adhesion test before proceeding to the next step.
3.3.2. Resist Application: A positive Shipley™ resist, S 1400-23, was used for
optical patterning. About 4 ml o f the resist was spun on the substrates at a speed of
3000 rpm for 30 seconds, to result in an, approximately, 1 pm thick layer.

Resist

thickness was measured using a Nanometrics interferometer. After spin-coating, the
resist film still contains some residual solvents and may contain built-in stresses due to
shear forces encountered during spinning. Residual solvents or stresses are removed by
a pre-baking before the exposure. In this case, the pre-baking of the spun resist was
performed in an oven at 95°C (30 min) for Si wafer and 85°C (25 min) for PMMA
disks.
3.3.3. Exposure: Exposure was performed at a UV exposure station delivering
a power flux o f approximately, 53 mW.cm'2, at the exposure plane through a 3 mm thick
quartz glass (optical mask substrate). The exposure time was 2.5 seconds. Hence the
total deposited energy was about 132.5 mJ.cm'2. The exposure was done in hard
contact.
3.3.4. Development: A Shipley™ - 454 developer was used to develop the
pattern. The total development time was about 33 seconds. The development was
performed in a petri dish filled with developer, by immersing the wafer completely and
constantly agitating (manually) the developer over it. The pattern was developed in
steps o f 10 seconds with profilometry after each step (Tencor profilometer) to closely
monitor the process.

After several trials, a development time of 33 seconds was
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established with excellent reproducibility o f high quality patterns. Figure 3.3 shows a
typical profile o f a completely developed pattern.
Postbaking was performed at 100°C (30 min) for Si and 85°C (25 min) for
PMMA wafers. Postbaking is designed to remove any residual developer and anneal
the resist film to promote adhesion. Normally, the postbaking temperature tends to be
higher than the prebaking temperature as considerations for thermally induced reactions
in the polymer are less important after the exposure and development o f the polymer.
However, it is kept low enough to prevent excessive flow or melting of the resist.
3.3.5. Etching: The sensor pattern was transferred into Au by wet etching.
Similar to the development process, the etching was performed in a petri dish with
complete immersion o f the wafer and constant agitation. Au etch was followed by a Cr
etch. During the process optimization, etching was performed in steps of 20 seconds
followed by profilometry. Etching time depends on the metal layer thickness and the
strength of the etchant. Typical etch time was 2.75 minutes for 370 nm thick Au and
about 1 minute for 5 nm thick Cr. A pattern profile obtained after etching is shown in
Fig.3.4.
3.3.6. Final Processing: To strip any remaining resist from the pattern, wafers
were subjected to a repeated acetone, iso-propyl alcohol (IPA) and de-ionized (DI)
water rinse. Since, acetone reacts with PMMA, a 5 seconds blanket exposure (UV
exposure station) followed by an average o f 40 seconds development (454 developer)
was used to strip the residual resist.
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show, respectively, an SEM micrograph o f the sensor pattern
and an image of the overall pattern arrangement on a Si wafer. The pattern consists of
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Fig.3.5. SEM micrograph o f a single serpentine thermal sensor

Fig.3.6. The thermal sensor pattern arrangement on a Si wafer
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eight resistors, and each resistor is a 38 mm long, 7 to 10 (am wide serpentine, covering
a rectangular area o f 0.5x2 mm2. The pattern design and the resistor dimensions were
chosen such that they are distributed over the entire beam.

This allows the

measurement of temperature at different points in the beam simultaneously.

3.4. Calibration
The calibration o f Au thermal sensors was performed using a programmable hot
plate in the range o f 25°C to 100°C and at the known phase transition temperatures of
different substances.

The purpose o f calibration was to obtain a value for P, the

calibration coefficient, which can be used in the temperature measurements as well as to
establish a range over which the behavior of resistance with respect to temperature is
linear. For the convenience of measurements, a linearity o f resistance with respect to
temperature is desired. The resistance o f a metal near and below its Debye temperature,
0 D, is a complicated function o f temperature and it can be written as a power series as
shown below [32, 33].
R = R 0(l + AT+ BT2 + CT3)

(3.4.1)

This relation will be examined in conjunction with thin film Au thermal sensors.
3.4.1.

Measurement Procedure: The resistance measurements were performed

using an eight digit display Keithley 2001 multimeter equipped with an eight channel
data acquisition card for a fast sequential data scan. With one resistor per channel, all of
the eight resistors in the pattern can be scanned at once. The connection of the resistors
is shown in Fig.3.7.

To prevent accidental shunting, the clip-on connectors were

interlaced with Teflon tape (not shown in the figure).

The measurements were
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Fig.3.7. The resistance measurement connection setup using clip-on connectors
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conducted using the eight channel scan and value obtained for every resistor in each
scan was the average o f either 10 or 30 or 100 consecutive measurements. Total time
recorded for the longest scan (100x8 measurements) was approximately 0.75 seconds,
spending less than a millisecond per measurement.

Depending on the value of

resistance, the power dissipated in the resistors ranged from 3 pW to 30 pW.
3.4.2.

Calibration Curves: During calibration on the programmable hot plate,

the temperature was monitored by a thermocouple in the vicinity (~2 mm from
resistors). This is a relative calibration method and the calibration was performed in the
range o f 25°C to 100°C. Fig.3.8 shows typical calibration curves for a set of 30 nm and
a set o f 50 nm thick sensors. The resistance values of sensors on the same wafer differ
slightly due to variations in the fabrication process, but their behavior with respect to
temperature is identical and linear over the entire range. The widest resistance spread
was about 5%, observed in the 30 nm thick sensors.
The thermal sensors were also calibrated at known phase transition temperatures
such as, 77.2 K (boiling point of liquid nitrogen), 194.6 K (sublimation point of dry
ice), 273 K (melting point o f ice) and 373 K (boiling point of water).

One such

calibration curve for a 250 nm thick sensor is shown in Fig.3.9. The behavior is linear
over the entire range tested.
From the calibration plots, the following equation can be derived.
„

^

R (T )-R 0
~

fj

(3A 2)

where, T is the unknown temperature, T0 is the reference temperature, R(T) is the
resistance of the sensor at temperature T and R*, is the resistance at the reference
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temperature. The calibration coefficient, p, is the slope of the resistance-temperature
curves.

Table 3.1 lists different thickness of sensors, their resistance at room

temperature (25°C) and their calibration coefficients. Figure 3.10 shows the variation of
measured and calculated values of resistance with respect to thickness.
The calculation was performed using both the bulk and the size effect corrected
values o f resistivity (Eq. 3.2.23).

The values of different parameters used in the

calculation are, cr0 (bulk resistivity o f Au) o f 2.27 pQ.cm [63], 1 (the sensor length) of
38 mm and w (the sensor width) of 8.5 pm. The calculated curve using Eq. (3.2.23) is
closer to the measured value than the bulk, confirming the boundary effects on the thin
film resistivity.

For 30 nm thick sensors, the size effect corrected calculation (Eq.

3.2.23) differs by ~ 20% whereas, the bulk calculation differs by 45%. One possible
reason for the discrepancy in the former could be that the Eq. (3.2.23) is a limiting case
for t >

and here they are comparable. Also, the physical dimensions in reality may

not be as exact as they are in calculation. The curve using Eq. (3.2.24) is not shown due
to its unsuitability in the range o f thickness being considered here.
The Eq. (3.2.15) was used in the discrete form as shown below to compute the
temperature coefficient o f resistivity, a .
R: , —R.
=

(3 A 3 )

The behavior of a with respect to temperature for different thickness sensors is shown
in Fig.3.11. It can be noticed that it approaches bulk, as the thickness increases.
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Table 3.1. Resistance and p values for the thin Au film thermal sensors o f different
thickness
Thickness (nm)

Resistance (Q)

BCQ.K'1)

30

6160

10.67

50

3394

7.24

100

1207

2.93

180

816

2.36

250

474

1.24

370

303

0.9
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Fig.3.10. Comparison o f the calculated and measured resistance values for thin Au film
sensors of different thickness
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3.5. Performance of Sensors
3.5.1.

Sensitivity and Precision:

To determine the thermal sensitivity and

precision o f the fabricated resistors several sets o f measurements were conducted such
that each set contained either 10 or 30 or 100 individual readings. The measurements
were performed in vacuum (10“* Torr) at room temperature. During the course of these
measurements, room temperature increased monotonously. Figure 3.12 shows, mean
and standard deviation for 10 sets o f measurements and each set o f measurement (which
corresponds to each data point on the curve) is an average o f 30 individual readings.
Measurements shown in figure were conducted for a 250 nm thick sensor and they were
conducted sequentially. The temperature increased by less than 0.1 °C during these
measurements as recorded by a thermocouple whose sensitivity was also 0.1°C. Notice
that the resistance increases steadily over the duration of these measurements indicating
a continual increase in temperature as opposed to the step increase of 0.1 °C as shown by
the thermocouple.

The total increase in resistance was about 0.024 Q which

corresponds to a temperature increase of 0.02°C. The standard deviation of each data
point (vertical bar) correlates with the local slope o f the curve.

This observation

suggests that measurement variations are predominantly due to the temperature drift. A
typical standard deviation o f the data presented in the figure is 7.2x1 O'4 units which is
less than the resistance difference between any two consecutive points. In terms of
temperature, this deviation translated to about 5.8xl0“,oC with an average point to point
increase in temperature o f 0.002°C. This leads to a conclusion that the sensitivity of the
sensor was better than 0.001°.
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Fig.3.12. Resistance measurement of a 250 nm thick sensor to determine the
thermal sensitivity (each data point is an average o f 30 readings)
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A quantitative description o f the sensitivity can be obtained from the calibration
coefficient, p. It gives the magnitude by which resistance changes for a change in
temperature. A higher value o f p indicates higher sensitivity. For example, given a
multimeter which can measure a least change in resistance o f 0.01 Q, then a sensor with
p o f 10 Q.K'1can detect a temperature change as small as, 0.001 K. However, a sensor
with P o f 1 Q.K"1 fails to detect such a change due to insensitivity o f the multimeter.
The sensitivity varies inversely as the thickness of the sensor, as shown below.
From Eq. (3.4.2),

Differentiating Eq. (3.2.1) with respect to T, assuming the temperature invariance of
length, width and thickness and using Eq. (3.2.15), a thickness dependent relation for p
can be formulated as,
a(T)p(T)

(3-5.2)

where, 1 is the resistor length, w is the resistor width and t is the resistor thickness.
Calculated values for P from Eq. (3.5.2) for different thickness are plotted in Fig.3.13
along with the measured values (from Table 3.1).

As can be seen, sensitivity

progressively decreases from 30 nm thick sensors to 370 nm thick sensors.
From the data in Fig.3.12, the maximum deviation from the mean was found to
be 0.0012 °C, which is a conservative estimate for the precision.
3.5.2.

Repeatability: The boiling point of liquid nitrogen (77.2 K) was used as

a stable source of heat to test the repeatability of fabricated thermal sensors. The
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sensors were immersed into liquid nitrogen to a depth o f about 12 cm, and a settling
time o f 15 minutes was allowed before readings were taken. Ten sets of 30 and 100
readings were used to calculate the average and standard deviation, and these data were
used to characterize the stability. This test was conducted over a period of time while
maintaining similar conditions.

Repeatability o f the thin film thermal sensors was

improved by annealing [64] at a recommended temperature of 300°C for about two
hours [65]. The ramp up rate was 600°C per hour and the ramp down rate was 100°C
per hour. Annealing relieved the residual stresses in the evaporated Au and resulted in
the coagulation and recrystallization of grains to a stable structure (recrystallization
temperature o f Au is 150°C [64]) (see Fig. 3.14).
Figure 3.15 shows a representative plot to demonstrate the effect of annealing on
the repeatability, for 100 nm thick sensors. Lines marked “not annealed,” indicate three
successive liquid nitrogen temperature measurements conducted on three different days
when the sensors were not annealed.

The resistance value reached different stable

points on different attempts. This is caused by instabilities in the evaporated gold
grains.

This can be improved by annealing the sensors.

Lines labeled “annealed,”

indicate liquid nitrogen temperature measurements conducted on two different days
when the sensors were annealed. A deviation o f ~ 5% in the measurement of liquid
nitrogen temperature upon repetition before annealing was reduced to 0.14% after
annealing. A similar behavior was observed in the sensors of other thickness as well,
and the necessity o f annealing was greater for thinner sensors. While a 30 nm thick
sensor showed an improvement from ~ 14% deviation before annealing to ~ 2.2% after
annealing, the same numbers were 0.33% and 0.11% for 180 nm thick sensors.
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CHAPTER 4
THERMOMETRY DURING EXPOSURE

4.1. Quantitative Description of Temperature Rise during Exposure
The temperature rise (AT) in an isolated absorber is related to the absorbed
energy, Q, as follows:
AT,

Q = |P ( t') d t' = mcp Jd(AT)

(4.1.1)

where, P(t) is the time dependent function o f the absorbed power, m is its mass, cp is its
specific heat and ATf is the steady state temperature rise from the ambiance. In reality,
however, a body is associated with energy losses through conduction, convection and
radiation. If all these losses are lumped into a term p,oss, then Eq. (4.1.1) can be written
in the differential form as,
P ( t ) - P|oss = mcp .^ A T (t)

(4.1.2)

At steady-state, the differential term vanishes leaving,
P(t) = Pl0SS

(4.1.3)

If there are n conduction paths, m convection paths and a radiative loss term, then the
term p)oss can be written as,

P.™

=(

z

k . X s-)

•AT+ [

s

h ,A ,j. AT+ oeACT* - 1 ? )

(4.1.4)

where, lq is the conductivity o f the i* heat loss path with length lf and cross-sectional
area Af. Similarly, hj is the convection coefficient of the j ,h path with a convection
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surface area of Aj. The third term represents radiative losses from the body whose
emittance is e and <s is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67 x 10'12 W cm'2 K~*). The
parameters, k, h and s are the material properties. Substitution of Eq. (4.1.4) into eqs.
(4.1.2) and (4.1.3) results in complete heat transfer expressions for transient and steadystate conditions, respectively.

With the radiation term, these equations are not

analytically solvable for AT, however, a numerical solution is possible. Eq. (4.1.3) has
been used to iteratively solve for AT in the numerical modeling program, HEATING
[66], used in this work.
Considering a complete absorption and conversion to heat of the incident
synchrotron X-ray radiation power on a mask-resist-substrate system, from section
1.2.5, the following relation can be derived.

1b /P E(hv)0 (hv)TwTM{T'(hv)} • d(hv) =pl0SS
0

(4.1.5)

where, {T’(hv)} is a transmission coefficient and (T'(hv)} = 1 for a mask, (T'(hv)} =
Ts(hv) for a resist, {T'(hv)} = Ts(hv)TR(hv) for a substrate. The left hand side of Eq.
(4.1.5) is calculated using a program called PC-TRANSMIT [67]. If the radiation term
in Eq. (4.1.4) is neglected then a parameter, k, called the effective conductivity can be
defined as,

(4.1.6)

assuming that AT is the same for both types o f heat transfer mechanisms. Using
Eq. (4.1.2), the transient equation becomes,
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in

For a time invariant incident power, assuming temperature independent

k,

this

differential equation has the following solution,

(4.1.8)

The quantity mc,/K is called the relaxation time

(t)

and is defined as the time required

for AT to reach (l-e‘‘) fraction o f the final temperature. Given the same material, the
relaxation time is controlled by its ambiance.

The higher the

k,

the shorter the

relaxation time and hence faster the final temperature is reached. The relaxation time is
independent of the input power, but the steady state temperature varies directly with the
input power. On the basis o f this analysis, it can be expected that, during an X-ray
exposure, the relaxation time and the steady-state temperatures of the mask-resistsubstrate system decrease in magnitude as the ambiance inside the exposure chamber
changes from vacuum to higher pressures o f helium gas. Since the heat transfer inside
an exposure chamber is a combination o f conduction, convection and radiation, an
experimental procedure was used to determine the relaxation time parameter in different
ambiance [62]. Analogous to Eq. (4.1.8) an equation for the relaxation curve is given
by,
(4.1.9)
where, Ts is the steady-state temperature.

A function <p(t) is constructed from the

relaxation curve as,
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which has a maximum at

t =

t.

This function, in its finite difference form was used to

calculate the relaxation times from the experimental data.
(4.1.11)

and t; for which <p(tj) has a maximum was taken to be the relaxation time.
A relation between the temperature rise and the beam current can be derived as
follows. Consider the Eq. (4.1.5), in which PE(hv) is the power emitted by the storage
ring per milliradians (horizontal), per eV of photon energy and per ampere of beam
current given by [2],

(4.1.12)

where, E is the storage ring energy (GeV), R is the bending magnet radius (m) and G(x)
is a wavelength dependent function discussed elsewhere [68].

Substituting eqs.

(1.2.25), (4.1.4), (4.1.6) and (4.1.12) in (4.1.5) and rearranging terms the following
equation can be obtained.

k (T

—T0) + aeA(T4 - T04)

(4.1.13)

where,

fh v
-{T'(hv)}-d(hv)
R 2D 0 0
J (hv)2 ' U v c

1.96xl07 "f t wTM

•G —

From the Eq. (4.1.13), it can be deduced that, if radiation losses are negligible, then the
temperature rise (AT) is directly proportional to the beam current (IB) for a given storage
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ring parameters and at a given storage ring energy.

However, if the exposure is

performed in vacuum, i.e., radiation is an important loss mechanism, then this relation is
no longer linear and the equation has to be solved for AT numerically.

4.2. Temperature Measurements during X-ray Exposure
The temperature rise in a Si wafer and a PMMA-Si (resist-substrate) system
during an X-ray exposure was measured using the thin gold film thermal sensors (see
Chapter 3). Measurements were conducted in both XRLC1 and XRLM3 beamlines
providing “soft” and “hard” X-rays, respectively (see section 1.2.2).
4.2.1.

Temperature Rise in a “Bare” Silicon Wafer: A preliminary study of

the radiation thermal effects in a silicon wafer during X-ray exposure was performed
using a 10 cm diameter silicon wafer with thin gold film thermal sensors on it [62]. The
measurement of temperature rise in silicon wafers was performed in situations
emulating the actual X-ray exposure conditions for micro-machining. The experiment
was conducted in the X-ray exposure station [9] which terminates the XRLM3
beamline. At 1.3 GeV electron beam energy and 100 mA storage current, the ring
delivers an X-ray beam with a cross-section of 5 cm x 0.5 cm and a total power of 2 W,
through a 125 pm Be window. Measurements were conducted in vacuum (lO^Torr) and
in He atmospheres at 1, 5 and 10 Torr during exposure.
The relaxation curves for different conditions were obtained by measuring the
temperature rise at regular intervals with the sensor in the center o f the X-ray beam.
Fig. 4.1 shows a typical relaxation curve for the vacuum case. The relaxation time was
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calculated using the Eq. (4.1.11) and as explained in section 4.1, it decreases from 180 s
in vacuum to 6 s in 10 Torr helium. Table 4.1 lists the results of these measurements.
Depending on the heat transfer conditions, the thermal sensor assumes an
appropriate saturation temperature. The maximum temperature rise (AT) above ambient
is tabulated in Table 4.1. In vacuum the only heat transfer mechanism is radiation and
hence the highest rise in temperature can be seen in this case. Temperature distribution
in the vertical direction was measured by placing the sensor at different distances from
the center o f the X-ray beam. The incremental increase in the distance was about 0.3
cm. Temperature profiles observed during the exposure are shown in Fig. 4.2. The
temperature variation is relatively small within a vertical scan range o f 4 cm. The
difference between the maximum and the minimum AT in vacuum is less than 7°C.
This can be attributed to the high thermal conductivity o f silicon (1.48 W cm''K''). The
steady-state temperature rise in vacuum was solved using a finite difference program
(HEATING) and the results are shown in Fig. 4.3.
connecting leads were neglected in the model.

Conduction losses through

The measured and the calculated

maximum temperature rises vary by about 10%. The modeling parameters are listed in
Table 4.2. In simulation, the beam was assumed to be stationary. An angular symmetry
o f temperature was assumed in two dimensional (r-z) cylindrical geometry.

The

measurement curve looks off-centered because o f the off-centered sensor location in the
pattern design.
4.2.2.

Tem perature Rise in PMMA: Similar temperature rise measurements

were conducted on the top o f PMMA and at the interface of the PMMA-Si resist-
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Fig. 4.1. A typical relaxation curve for a Si wafer under exposure at XRLM3 beamline
in 1.3 GeV and 100 raA ring parameters

Table 4.1. Relaxation time for a silicon wafer in different exposure ambiance (ambient
temperature = 22°C)
Ambiance

Interval between
readings (s)

Relaxation Time (s)

Vacuum (10*4 Torr)

60

180

Maximum
Temperature Rise
(°C)
43.7

Helium (1 Torr)

5

30

13.9

Helium (5 Torr)

3

18

11.3

Helium (10 Torr)

1

6

10.6
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Table 4.2. Parameters used for the steady-state temperature rise calculation of silicon
wafer placed in vacuum
Geometry

2-D Cylinder (r-z)

Material

Si

Thermal Conductivity (W cm^K'1)

1.48

Density (g cm"3)

2.32

Specific Heat (J g '1K'1)

0.705

Emittance

0.7

Dimensions (cm)

r = 5.08, z = 0.05

Absorbed Power Density (W cm'3)

131.17

Boundary Conditions

Radiative
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substrate system using the thin gold film thermal sensors [69]. A 30 nm thick gold
sensor has a negligible thermal mass o f 2.35 x 10"®J K'1as compared with 7.0 J K'1o f a
500 pm thick PMMA disk, 10 cm in diameter. This leads to a negligible absorption o f
the incident power by the sensor when compared with that of PMMA.

This is

significant for the accurate measurement of temperature in resists during the exposure.
Moreover, if a “massive” (thick) sensor is used, it could attain higher temperatures than
the resist itself and can melt the resist. It was observed that a 300 (am thick ironconstantan (J-type) thermocouple melted into the PMMA surface after reaching a
temperature o f about 90°C (i.e., 65° higher than the room temperature) during an X-ray
exposure (1.4 W cm'2 incident power, synchrotron ring operating at 175 mA, 1.3 GeV).
Due to the very low thermal conductivity o f PMMA (0.18 W m'1 K*1) [70], even
relatively low fluxes o f radiation can create significant thermal gradients and stresses
which can result in the loss o f adhesion and separation o f the PMMA layer from the
substrate.
To achieve good thermal contact with the resist, the sensors were directly
fabricated on top of PMMA. After calibration, the 500 pm thick PMMA disk with 30
nm thick sensors was bonded to a Si wafer with 370 nm thick sensors using chloroform
as the bonding solvent. A schematic o f the experimental arrangement for temperature
rise measurements is shown in Fig. 4.4. The temperature measurements were performed
on the top o f PMMA and at the interface of the PMMA-Si system using thermal sensors
and miniature J-type thermocouples (40 pm and 300 pm thick). During measurements
the electron beam current in the storage ring was varying in the range of 100 mA to 130
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Fig.4.4. Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement to measure the temperature
rise on the top surface of a 500 pm thick PMMA resist and at the interface o f the
PMMA-Si assembly
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mA. The data presented in the following sections are normalized to 100 mA beam
current at 1.3 GeV storage ring energy.
Temperature Measurements at XRLC1: This beamline provides soft

4.2.2.I.

X-rays and has two 1.5° grazing incidence gold mirrors and a 25 pm thick Be window
(see section 1.2.2).

No mask was used during these measurements.

The ambient

temperature inside the exposure chamber was 23 °C. The resist-substrate system was
placed inside an aluminum assembly (see Fig. 4.5) for exposure. Fig. 4.6 shows the
temperature rise at the top and at the bottom o f PMMA during exposure in vacuum (10°
Torr) and in helium at pressures o f 1, 2 and 5 Torr. The objective o f the graph is to
illustrate the dramatic decrease in temperature as the exposure atmosphere changes from
vacuum to working pressures o f helium. A plateau which exists from vacuum up to ~
0.5 Torr of helium is not shown in the graph.

This plateau results from the

ineffectiveness o f helium conductivity due to longer mean free paths o f helium atoms
when compared with the gap distances in the assembly. This point should be noted
when examining all temperature vs. helium pressure curves shown in the subsequent
sections.
The maximum temperature rise on the top surface o f the resist was recorded in
vacuum. The thermal sensor measured a value o f 9°C and the thermocouple measured a
rise o f 18°C.

This factor o f two difference can be explained as follows.

The

thermocouple is thick enough to absorb the incident radiation and warm up significantly
on its own to introduce an error in the measurement.
numerical model.

This was verified using a

The temperature rise was significantly lower when helium was
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Fig. 4.5. Schematic o f the resist-substrate holder assembly at XRLC1 used for numerical
simulation
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Fig.4.6. Temperature rise at the top surface of a 500 pm thick PMMA resist and at the
interface o f the PMMA-Si, resist-substrate system at XRLC1 beamline
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introduced into the exposure chamber. For instance, in 1 Torr helium, a temperature
rises o f 3°C and 4°C were recorded by the thermal sensor and the thermocouple
respectively.
Fig. 4.5 illustrates the schematic used for numerical modeling. An exposure
power flux of 140 mW. cm'2 was considered. The modeling parameters are tabulated in
Table 4.3. Radiation and natural convection boundary conditions were used depending
on the ambiance. The pressure dependent helium properties are listed in Table 4.4. The
convection coefficients were calculated using the following relations [71]:
Nu - k

(4.2.1)

Nu = 0.677(Pr)03 •(0.952 + Pr)*°25 •(Gr)°25

(4.2.2)

(4.2.3)

(4.2.4)
where, Nu is the Nusselt number, Pr, the Prandtl number, Gr, the Grashof number, Lc is
the characteristic length involved in convection, p is the fluid viscosity, g is the
acceleration due to gravity and P is the thermal expansion coefficient.
The simulation results are compared with those of the thermal sensor
measurements in Tables 4.5a and 4.5b. Most of the results agree within 20 % of each
other, except the ones for 5 Torr helium.

In the simulation, it was noticed that the

radiation and the conduction link offered by helium in the gap between the top surface
o f PMMA and the aluminum holder resulted in most of the cooling o f PMMA.
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Table 4.3. Parameters used for the steady-state temperature rise calculation o f PMMA
and the PMMA-Si interface during exposure at XRLC1
Geometry

2-D Cylinder (r-z)

Materials

PMMA

Si

Al

He

Thermal Conductivity (W cnT'K'1)

1.8x1 O'3

1.48

2.37

1.6x10'3

Density (g cm'3)

1.19

2.32

2.69

-

Specific Heat (J g '1 K '1)

1.45

0.705

0.897

5.19

Emittance

0.9

0.7

0.05

-

Dimensions (cm)

r = 5.08, z = 1.76

Absorbed Power Flux (W cm'2)

31.1

Boundary Conditions

Radiation, Convection

Table 4.4. Pressure dependent density and convection terms for helium
Ambiance

Density (g. cm'3)

Convection term

Helium (1 Torr)

2.14 x 10'7

1.92 x 10'5 AT0- 5

Helium (2 Torr)

4.28 x 10'7

2.72 x 10'5 AT025

Helium (5 Torr)

1.07 x 10-6

4.3 x 10'5 AT025
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Table 4.5. Comparison o f temperature rise values between thermal sensor measurement
and numerical simulation at XRLC1
a) Top surface o f PMMA______
Ambiance
Measurement (TS)

Simulation Result

Ratio (M/S)

Vacuum (10'5Torr)

8.98°

9.62°

0.93

Helium (1 Torr)

2.44°

3.08°

0.8

Helium (5 Torr)

1.37°

3.0°

0.46

Simulation Result

Ratio (M/S)

b) PMMA-Si Interface
Ambiance
Measurement (TS)
Vacuum (10‘5Torr)

2.12°

2.52°

0.85

Helium (1 Torr)

0.56°

0.5°

1.12

Helium (5 Torr)

0.3°

0.5°

0.6

Table 4.6. Comparison o f temperature rise values measured by a thermocouple on the
top o f PMMA and by a freely suspended thermocouple
Ambiance

Thermocouple on PMMA

“Bare” Thermocouple

Vacuum (10'5 Torr)

17.7°

9.9°

Helium (1 Torr)

4.0°

1.1°

Helium (2 Torr)

2.9°

0.9°

Helium (5 Torr)

2.8°

0.85°
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Convection cooling was negligible. Between 1 Torr and 5 Torr helium, even though the
density increased by a factor o f 5, the magnitude was still very small. This was also
observed in the simulation.

Moreover, the presence o f any unknown gaps in the

assembly (not included in the model) may provide a conduction path and hence, a more
efficient cooling when the density o f helium is increased from vacuum. This can reflect
only in measurements.

Along with these, the fact that the simulation itself is an

approximation o f the actual experimental setup could be the reasons for the insensitivity
o f simulation to the helium pressure.
To better understand the higher readings o f the thermocouple, the same
thermocouple was freely suspended in the X-ray beam under similar exposure
conditions as before, and its temperature rise was recorded. The results are tabulated in
Table 4.6 along with the data for the temperature rise on the top o f PMMA from Fig.
4.6. It can be seen that in vacuum, the “bare” thermocouple measures a temperature rise
significantly less than that on the top o f PMMA. This difference can be explained as
follows.

In vacuum, the heat loss from a thermocouple is dominated by thermal

radiation. A freely suspended thermocouple radiates in all directions (4tt steradian).
For a thermocouple placed on the PMMA, which is a good insulator, the thermal
radiation losses are effective only from the open side (2n steradian). This may explain
why the thermocouple on top of PMMA records a temperature rise almost twice as
much as that recorded by the thermal sensor. Due to its negligible thermal mass, it is
proposed that, the thermal sensor itself does not suffer significantly from the above
explained thermal radiation effects. At the interface, however, both thermal sensor and
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thermocouple are in good thermal contact with the substrate and resist surfaces. As a
result, the values o f the temperature rise as measured by both devices are similar.
4.22.2.

Temperature Measurements at XRLM3:

The “hard” X-ray

beamline is equipped with a 125 pm Be window and a set o f filters for the exposure
optimization. A wire mesh mask with approximately 80 % transparency was used. The
mask-resist-substrate assembly was placed in an aluminum holder (see Fig. 4.7) and was
scanned at a speed o f 0.65 cm s'1over a range of 5 cm, similar to the actual lithographic
exposures. To achieve a top-to-bottom dose ratio of 5 on this beamline for a 500 pm
thick PMMA, a combination o f 14 pm thick Al and a 300 pm thick Be filters were
employed. The temperature rise measurements were conducted under the following
exposure conditions:- 1) mask - no filtration, 2) mask - filtration, and 3) no mask filtration. The worst case scenario would be when there is no mask and no filter. But
the absence o f mask attenuation and mask heat conduction path, resulted in a high
incident power flux and a high temperature rise respectively, causing PMMA to degrade
quickly. The degradation and foaming of PMMA damaged the sensors rendering them
useless for measurements.

Hence, among the situations possible for temperature

measurement, case 1, described above provides the highest power flux and hence would
result in the highest temperature rise.

Case 2 is the commonly used lithographic

exposure condition and case 3 is studied to highlight the significance a mask in reducing
the thermal stress on the resist.
Figure 4.8 presents the temperature rise in PMMA observed during irradiation in
the “hard” X-ray beamline with a mask, but without filters. The total absorbed power,
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Fig 4.7. Schematic o f the resist-substrate holder assembly at XRLM3 used for numerical
simulation
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while scanning over a range o f 5 cm was 9 W cm'3 on the top and 0.2 W cm'3 at the
bottom of PMMA. The value for the top-to-bottom absorbed dose ratio in this case was
about 45; a value much higher than that recommended.

The temperature rise is

significantly higher when compared with that in the soft X-ray beamline, and the
thermocouple readings are higher than those o f the thermal sensor. The temperature rise
on the top of PMMA is ~ 40°C in vacuum as recorded by the thermal sensor, and is
46°C as recorded by the thermocouple. In 25 Torr helium, the temperature rise is 9°C
as measured by the thermal sensor and is 13°C as read by the thermocouple. At the
resist-substrate interface, the thermal sensor measures a temperature rise of 12°C in
vacuum and 4°C in 25 Torr helium.
When filters were used, the total absorbed power was 0.5 W cm'3 on the top and
0.1 W cm'3 at the bottom o f PMMA, giving an absorbed dose ratio o f 5. Since the
absorbed power on the top and at the bottom are significantly smaller, the temperature
rise was lower, as expected, when compared with the previous case (see Fig. 4.9). The
readings of the thermal sensor at the top and at the bottom o f PMMA are very close
(~5.5°C).

The thermocouple measurements, however, show a 9°C temperature

difference between the top and the bottom o f PMMA layer. The introduction of helium
lowers the temperature rise to about 1°C at a pressure of 25 Torr (normal exposure
pressure). It seems highly unlikely that this small a temperature rise and the gradient
could generate stresses strong enough to cause the separation of PMMA resist from the
substrate.
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Fig. 4.8. Temperature rise at the top surface o f a 500 pm thick PMMA resist and at the
interface of the PMMA-Si, resist-substrate system at XRLM3 beamline (mask-no filter)
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Fig.4.9. Temperature rise at the top surface o f a 500 pm thick PMMA resist and at the
interface of the PMMA-Si, resist-substrate system at XRLM3 beamline (mask-filter)
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Positioning a mask in the proximity of the resist (necessary for proximity X-ray
lithography) has an effect on the temperature distribution during the exposure.

To

assess the effect o f mask on the temperature rise, the assembly was loaded into the
exposure chamber with only PMMA and the Si-substrate (no mask). The assembly was
subjected to the same exposure conditions described above.

The results of thermal

sensor measurements are shown in Table 4.7 along with those from the mask and
filtration case (case 2). It can be seen that the temperature rise was smaller when a mask
was used. The thermal sensor recorded a rise of 21°C at the top and 11°C at the
interface in vacuum, compared to a 5.5°C measured both on the top and at the bottom of
PMMA in case 2. Clearly, the mask provides a heat sink from the top o f PMMA, thus
reducing the temperature rise.

As in all previous cases, the presence of helium

substantially decreases the temperature rise.
The data used for modeling are tabulated in Table 4.8.

The results of the

modeling in vacuum for all three cases are shown in Table 4.9. The measurement and
calculation are in a reasonable agreement (within ~ 20% for all cases except at the
interface under mask-filtration). It should be remembered that the model is just an
approximation o f the actual experimental setup. Differences between measurement and
simulation results could be due to several reasons. The PMMA resist begins to degrade
constantly under radiation thus changing its material properties during exposure. This
was not considered in the model. An angular symmetry of temperature distribution was
assumed in the two dimensional cylindrical model. During measurements the assembly
was scanned with respect to the beam, but in the model the beam was considered to be
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Table 4.7. Thermal sensor measurements of the temperature rise at XRLM3 with and
without a wire mesh mask during exposure with filtration
a) Top surface o f PMMA ____
Ambiance
No mask, with filtration

Mask, with filtration

Vacuum (10“*Torr)

21.09°

5.57°

Helium (1 Torr)

2.45°

2.38°

Helium (10 Torr)

2.22°

2.14°

Helium (25 Torr)

2.0°

1.79°

No mask, with filtration

Mask, with filtration

Vacuum (10“*Torr)

10.94°

5.54°

Helium (1 Torr)

2.17°

1.62°

Helium (10 Torr)

1.91°

1.28°

Helium (25 Torr)

1.71°

1.02°

b) PMMA-Si interface
Ambiance
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Table 4.8. Parameters used for the steady state temperature rise calculation of PMMA
and PMMA-Si interface during exposure at XRLM3 in vacuum
Geometry
Materials

2-D Cylinder (r-z)
PMMA

Si

A1

Thermal Conductivity (W cm''K'1)

1.8x1 O'3

1.48

2.37

Stainless
-Steel
0.3

Density (g cm'3)

1.19

2.32

2.69

8.02

Specific Heat (J g'1K‘l)

1.45

0.705

0.897

0.46

Emittance

0.9

0.7

0.05

0.5

Dimensions (cm)

r = 7.1, z = 2.67

Boundary Conditions

Radiation, Convection
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Table 4.9. Comparison of temperature rise values between thermal sensor measurement
and numerical simulation in vacuum at XRLM3
a) Top surface of PMMA
Cases
Thermal sensor
measurement (M)
Mask, no filtration
39.06°

Simulation (S)

Ratio (M/S)

43.64°

0.9

Mask, filtration

5.57°

6.59°

0.85

No Mask, filtration

21.09

21.89°

0.96

Simulation (S)

Ratio (M/S)

Mask, no filtration

Thermal sensor
measurement (M)
12.56

14.59°

0.86

Mask, filtration

5.54

3.12

1.77

No Mask, filtration

10.94

9.31°

1.17

b) PMMA-Si interface
Cases
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stationary. Contribution o f the assembly mount, the assembly support, surrounding
walls and the connecting leads, to heat transfer were assumed to be negligible. Errors
that arise from all these approximations, however small, collectively introduce
significant difference from measurements when the magnitude o f the temperature rise
itself is small. This can be noticed in the tabulated results. However, the results also
showed that the model was still a good predictor of actual exposure conditions in
validating the measurement data.
From the above measurements and simulation it can be derived that, the thin
gold film thermal sensors provide a reasonably accurate method to measure temperature
rise in resists and substrates during exposure.

The temperature rise itself, is not

significantly high during the actual exposure conditions. It seems that, at the PMMA-Si
interface, the temperature gradient is not sufficiently high to cause any severe
detrimental effects to the integrity o f the system. The mask provides a heat transfer path
to the resist resulting in a significant reduction in temperature rise. This motivates the
selection of good thermal conductor materials for the mask substrates and the support
structures.
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CHAPTER 5
SYNCHROTRON RADIATION POWER MEASUREMENTS

5.1. Principle of Power Measurement
Equation (4.1.13) relates the integrated incident power to the steady-state
temperature rise o f the body exposed to radiation. The thin gold film thermal sensors
used the temperature dependence o f their resistivity to measure the temperature rise.
The same principle can be used to measure the incident power. That is, the change of
resistance o f the sensor can be calibrated against the incident power. This falls into the
category o f bolometers which were explained in section 2.3.1 in connection with power
measurement. The major disadvantage suffered by this or any method relying on precalibration is the pre-calibration itself. The steady-state temperature reached by the
sensor at a given incident power is completely dictated by the surrounding atmosphere.
Exposure conditions may change frequently due to the use of different types and
pressures o f exposure ambiance.

Under such circumstances, a pre-calibration is

warranted for each parameter change. Also, changes in the exposure chamber shape,
size or material, influences the radiation connection o f the sensor to the chamber walls,
requiring a new calibration. Moreover, the response time is an important issue. To
perform beam power profile measurements, short response time is useful.
5.1.1.

Interlaced Thin Gold Film Thermal Sensors:

A new device was

developed which utilizes interlaced thin gold film thermal sensors and operates on the
concept o f internal calibration. Internal calibration combines calibration of the device
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and measurement o f power into a single operation.

This helps overcome the pre

calibration disadvantages described above. The interlaced thermal sensors consist o f a
resistor and a heater. The basic principle of measurement is to record the change in
resistance o f the resistor when exposed to the beam o f unknown power and then to
match this change by dissipating a known power through the heater in the absence of
the beam. The measurement and calibration take place in a single operation under the
same ambiance. Quantitatively, at steady-state, measurement and calibration can be
represented as follows.
ao

J p e (h v )• d(hv) = k (T - T0) + ectA(T4 - T 04)
0

(5.1.1)

V „ IH = k (T - T0) + 8ctA(T4 - T 4)

(5.1.2)

where, VH and IH are the voltage across and current through the heater.

The

measurement principle assumes complete absorption o f the incident power.
The response time can be improved by decreasing the relaxation time parameter
o f the calorimeter. From equation (4.1.8) it was deduced that by increasing the value of
k

,

the relaxation time can be decreased. It was shown in section 4.2.1 that the relaxation

time o f a 100 mm diameter silicon wafer decreased from 180 s to 6 s when the pressure
inside the exposure chamber was increased from vacuum (ICC4 Torr) to helium (10
Torr).

If attenuation o f the incident beam is shown to be negligible while passing

through helium, then a certain pressure of helium atmosphere can be maintained inside
the exposure chamber during the beam power measurement to achieve a rapid response.
Figure 5.1 shows the absorption coefficient o f helium as a function of energy [72].
Notice that it has negligible magnitude (of the order o f 10'9 pm '1to 10'13 pm'1) between
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100 eV to 10 keV, the range o f interest. At a 1.3 GeV, 100 mA storage ring conditions,
the working pressures o f 25 Torr and 5 Torr helium in XRLM3 and XRLC1 beamlines,
respectively, cause a beam attenuation o f 0.07% at XRLM3 and 0.02% at XRLC1, as
calculated. Therefore, by using these pressures a fast response time can be achieved
with negligible attenuation o f the X-ray beam.
Another important requirement to achieve accurate measurement is to ensure
complete absorption o f the incident beam. Table 5.1 lists the ratio of the absorbed to the
incident energy o f the X-ray beam in XRLC1 and XRLM3 beamlines by silicon wafers
o f 500 pm and 1 mm thickness for 1.3 GeV and 1.5 GeV, 100 mA storage ring regimes.
In most of the combinations, the 500 pm thick silicon wafer absorbs almost all o f the
incident energy.
5.1.2.

Design Considerations: Based on the requirements for measuring power

at lithography beamlines, the following factors were considered during the design o f a
calorimeter.
1) Accurate power measurement is ensured by complete absorption of the incident
beam. Interception o f the entire beam is a criterion in deciding the dimensions of
the device. Typical beam dimensions at the lithography beamlines are 50 mm x 10
mm or less. Hence, the calorimeter is required to have dimensions equal to or
greater than the beam dimensions.
2) Thinner sensors have shown higher sensitivity, but are more prone to noise during
measurements.

Since, lithography beamlines provide a high photon flux, the
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Fig.5.1. Absorption coefficient o f helium as a function of the photon energy

Table 5.1. Ratio of the absorption to incident power of X-rays by silicon wafers o f 500
pm and 1 mm thickness at XRLC1 and XRLM3 beamlines (storage current 100 mA)
1.3 GeV

1.5 GeV

Thickness

XRLC1

XRLM3

XRLC1

XRLM3

500 pm

0.9997

0.9989

0.9994

0.9899

1 mm

0.9999

0.9998

0.9999

0.9998
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repeatability and reliability o f measurement are more important than sensitivity.
Hence, sensors o f 250 nm thickness are selected.
3) Provision to measure power under a charged environment (eg., during the reactive
ion etching) requires a shielding electrode to prevent leakage current across the
sensor and the heater.
4) To prevent from a complete uselessness, if the resistors should lose continuity either
during fabrication or during handling, several contact pads are provided along their
length connecting shorter resistor sections.
Based on the above criteria, a pattern was designed using polylines [73]. Figure
5.2 presents the pattern consisting o f four calorimeters designed to fit on a 100 mm
diameter silicon wafer. Each calorimeter consists o f three interlaced serpentine patterns
which function as a sensor, a shielding electrode and a heater. Each serpentine has a
line width o f 100 pm and a length o f 325 mm. The gap distance between any two
consecutive resistors is 100 pm. Each sensor and heater are connected as four shorter
sections. The calorimeter has a total dimension o f 74 mm x 16 mm.

5.2. Fabrication of the Calorimeter
The fabrication procedure was similar to that explained in section 3.3. Pattern
generation was performed directly by a pattern generator [74] and the imaging was done
on a negative resist. The fabrication procedure is shown in Fig. 5.3.
5.2.1.

Evaporation: Gold films of thickness 250 nm were evaporated onto Si

wafers in an electron beam evaporator. To achieve good adhesion, the wafers were
cleaned with acetone, isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and de-ionized (DI) water rinse followed
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Fig. 5.3. Schematic representation o f the interlaced thermal sensor fabrication process
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by blow-drying. The substrates were dry baked in an oven at 105°C for 10 minutes and
were subjected to an oxygen plasma ashing at a power o f 100 W for one minute.
Evaporation was performed under a vacuum o f 10‘7 Torr. To improve adhesion
o f Au on the substrates, a 5 nm thick chromium (Cr) layer was evaporated onto the
substrate as an adhesion promoter. The evaporation rates were controlled at 0.1 nm s*1
for Cr and 0.5 nm s'1for Au. The evaporation of gold was conducted in steps of 50 nm,
then 100 nm, then 100 nm. After evaporation, wafers were allowed to cool for about 10
minutes before unloading them from the evaporator.

The evaporated films were

subjected to the scotch-tape adhesion test before proceeding to the next step.
5.2.2.

Resist Application:

A negative resist, HR-200™, was used for the

optical patterning. About 4 milliliters o f the resist was poured onto the wafer and a
settling time of 10 seconds was allowed. The resist was spread slowly at a speed o f 500
rpm for about 3 seconds before increasing the speed to a maximum o f 3000 rpm, which
was held for a duration of 30 seconds. The resulting resist layer was approximately I
pm thick. The resist thickness was measured using a Nanometrics interferometer. The
wafers were pre-baked in an oven at 95°C for 25 min.
5.2.3. Pattern Generation: The pattern shown in Fig. 5.2 was loaded into an
RTS pattern generator [74] which uses a UV exposure facility. The resolution o f the
machine is 4 pm with a fixed plane o f focus. The exposure time was characterized to be
550 ms per flash. The pattern was written directly on silicon wafers.
5.2.4. Development: An OCG™ negative resist developer was used to develop
the pattern. The total development time was 2 minutes. Development was performed in
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a petri dish filled with the developer, by immersing the wafer completely and constantly
agitating the developer over it. The procedure followed was to develop the pattern in
steps o f 10 seconds with profilometry after each step (Tencor profilometer) to closely
monitor the process.
Postbaking was performed in an oven at 110°C for 25 minutes. Postbaking is
designed to remove residual developer and to anneal the resist film to promote adhesion.
Normally, the postbaking temperature tends to be higher than the prebaking temperature
as the considerations for thermally induced reactions in the polymer are less important
after the exposure and development o f the polymer. However, it is kept low enough to
prevent excessive flow or melting o f the resist.
5.2.5. Etching: The sensor pattern was transferred into the Au by wet etching.
Similar to the development process, etching was performed in a petri dish with complete
immersion of the wafer and under constant agitation. The Au etch was followed by a Cr
etch. During the process optimization, etching was performed in steps o f 20 seconds
followed by profilometry. Etching time depends on the metal layer thickness and on the
strength o f the etchant. Typical etch time was 1.75 minutes for 250 nm thick Au and
about 42 seconds for a 5 nm thick Cr layer.
5.2.6. Final Processing: To strip any remaining resist from the pattern, wafers
were subjected to a repeated acetone, IP A and DI water rinse. The pattern was dried in
an oven at a temperature o f 95°C for 5 minutes. Stability was achieved by annealing the
sensors in a vacuum oven at 300°C for 2 hours.
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Figures 5.4(a) and (b) show SEM micrographs of the interlaced sensor pattern
under different magnifications.

5.3. Measurement Procedure and Results
Figure 5.5 shows a schematic diagram o f the experimental arrangement used in
the power measurement.

The sensor was connected to a Keithely 2001 digital

multimeter to record the resistance change. The heater was connected to a power supply
along with an ammeter and a voltmeter.

The shielding electrode was grounded to

remove any leakage current present. For synchrotron beam power measurement, the
calorimeter was suspended inside the exposure chambers at the XRLC1 and the
XRLM3 beamlines. When the beam was turned on, the steady-state resistance change
was recorded. After the beam was turned off, a current was driven through the heater
until the temperature o f the calorimeter increased to that in the beam. The product of
the steady-state current and the voltage across the heater gave the incident beam power
magnitude.
5.3.1.

Prelim inary M easurements: Before proceeding to measure the beam

current dependent synchrotron radiation beam power, measurements were conducted in
comparison with the existing calorimeters to validate the device. A typical conventional
calorimeter used at X-ray exposure stations uses a thick copper plate suspended in the
beam with a thermocouple buried into the back surface (i.e., the surface away from the
beam). Prior to use, the thermocouple reading is calibrated against a beam o f known
power (i.e., a laser beam) to obtain a calibration coefficient.

Figure 5.6 shows a

schematic diagram o f the Maxwell-Brobeck calorimeter (M-B calorimeter) used to
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measure power at CAMD lithography beamlines. It has been found that the response
time o f this calorimeter is approximately 30 minutes (three times the relaxation time)
[75]. Moreover, this calorimeter has been calibrated to measure power only in vacuum.
Calibration using a known power laser source gave a calibration coefficient obtained of
0.02 W ° C l.
The synchrotron beam power was measured at 1.5 GeV, 100 mA storage ring
parameters at XRLC1 and XRLM3 using both the interlaced thermal sensors and the
Maxwell-Brobeck calorimeter. The results are tabulated in Table 5.2. The measured
values between the two calorimeters are within 0.4% of each other at XRLC1 and
within 3% o f each other at XRLM3. Notice that the relaxation time o f the interlaced
thermal sensors is at least four times less than that of the M-B calorimeter. It has been
observed that during measurements, a response time, three times or greater o f the
relaxation time gave a good approximation to achieve sufficient accuracy (~ 95% of
saturation). Hence, at X RLCl, for example, the interlaced thermal sensors respond
within 8 minutes since the beginning of irradiation whereas, the M-B calorimeter takes
almost 30 minutes. In chapter 4, the term thermal mass was introduced as the product,
mcp. The relaxation time with negligible radiation was derived to be (mc,/K). If k is
held constant, then the relaxation time is directly proportional to the thermal mass o f the
body under consideration.

The thermal mass of the interlaced thermal sensor

calorimeter is 1.0 Joule per Kelvin and that for the M-B calorimeter it is 4.32 Joules per
Kelvin, a factor o f four higher.
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Table 5.2. Results o f the beam power measurements at XRLC1 and XRLM3 using the
interlaced thermal sensors and the M-B calorimeter (1.5 GeV, 100 mA)

Calorimeter
Interlaced
thermal sensors
M-B calorimeter

XRLC1
Calculation = 471.76 mW
Beam Power Relaxation
(mW)
Time (min.l
142.7 ±0.04
2.3
143.2 ±0.1

9.4

XRLM3
Calculation = 5.55 W
Beam Power Relaxation
Time fmin.’)
m
5.32 ±0.21
1.5
5.2 ±0.4

6.7
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The measurement and calculation values agree within 4% at the XRLM3
beamline, while there is a significant discrepancy between the measured values and the
calculated power at the XRLC1.

In fact, the calculation is higher than the

measurements by a factor greater than three.

This has a simple explanation.

The

XRLC1 beamline uses two 1.5° grazing incidence gold mirrors to soften the spectrum.
These mirrors are believed to be heavily contaminated due to carbon deposition (see
section 2.3). This contamination is known to severely affect the reflectivity of the
mirror surface at and above the carbon K-edge (284 eV). It increases the scattered light,
decreasing the intensity o f the useful radiation significantly [43-46]. Also, the mirrors
are suspected to be misaligned which compounds the problem. For example, a change
in the grazing incidence angle o f 0.1° decreases the beam power by about 9 %. There
are no mirrors present at the XRLM3 beamline.

The 4% difference between the

calculation and the measurement is due to the cumulative uncertainty of the power
supply, the measuring instruments and the calorimeter.
Interlaced thermal sensors were used to perform a power flux measurement for
the UV-ORIEL exposure station, the ultraviolet source for the optical lithography. The
measurement was conducted in the cleanroom atmosphere under two regimes:- 1) to
measure the raw power flux from the UV-lamp at the exposure plane (at a distance of
12 cm from the lamp) without any attenuation, and 2) to measure the power flux
through a quartz glass of approximately 3 mm thickness (the optical mask substrate) at
the exposure plane. These measurements were compared with a commercial calorimeter
used to measure power flux. The results are tabulated in Table 5.3. The results agree
within 2% of each other. The quartz glass provides an attenuation of almost 50% of the
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Table 5.3. Results of the power flux measurements of the UV-ORIEL exposure station
using the interlaced thermal sensors and the ASTRA-ADL commercial calorimeter
Calorimeter

Direct beam fmW.cm'2')

Interlaced thermal sensors

114.0 ±0.3

Through a 3 mm thick
auartz glass fmW.cm'2')
53.2 ± 0.44

ASTRA-ADL

111.8 ±0.8

52.2 ± 0.76
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incident beam.

The exposure time for the resists used in optical patterning were

calculated using these measurements and the results, as demonstrated during the
fabrication o f the thermal sensors, were satisfactory.
Measurements described above establish the reliability of the interlaced thermal
sensors as a calorimeter.

Response time during the synchrotron beam power

measurements can be further improved by using a helium atmosphere inside the
exposure chamber. Details o f these measurements conducted at the XRLC1 and at the
XRLM3 beamlines are explained in the following sub-sections.
5.3.2.

Beam Power Measurements at XRLC1: The beam dimensions at the

exposure plane are 50 mm x 10 mm. The relaxation time of the calorimeter in vacuum
(10'5 Torr) and at different helium pressures (1,10 and 25 Torr) was calculated from the
measurement data using Eq. (4.1.11). Relaxation curves in vacuum and in different
helium pressures are shown in figs. 5.7 (a) and (b).
The beam power at different beam currents was measured in 5 Torr helium, as
the beam attenuation at this pressure is negligible.

The response time was

approximately 80 s. The measurement was conducted at both 1.3 GeV and 1.5 GeV
electron energies.

Table 5.4 summarizes the experimental conditions.

The beam

current range given in the table is typical o f a user light session at CAMD. The time
period of measurement ranged from 6 to 8 hours.
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the measured beam power versus the beam current for
1.3 and 1.5 GeV electron energies along with calculated values. The calculated values
are higher than the measured values by a factor o f three. This is caused by carbon
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Table 5.4. Beam power measurement conditions at the XRLC1 beamline
Energy.CQeV)

Beam current ranee (mA)

Ambiance

1.3

95 to 230

Helium (5 Torr)

1.5

80 to 140

Helium (5 Torr)

800

600-

calculation

••

rreasurerrents
linear fit

100

1 50

200

Beam Current (mA)

Fig.5.8. Measured synchrotron beam power vs. the beam current at XRLC1 beamline in
1.3 GeV storage ring operation
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deposition and misalignment o f the mirrors as explained in the previous section. The
effect of heat load on the mirrors was observed in the values o f the measured power.
The gold minors are exposed to an incident total power of ~ 7.0 W at 1.3 GeV and ~
12.0 W at 1.5 GeV electron energies. The resulting temperature rise, most probably,
introduces thermal stresses in the stainless steel mirror holders causing a differential
thermal expansion in the holder assembly which results in a creep [47-49]. The change
in the holder position, as a consequence, changes the grazing incidence angle and
causing a decrease in the reflected beam power. It was observed that the total power
measured at a given beam current was about 15 % higher than that measured after the
mirrors reached a thermal equilibrium with the surroundings.
In steady state, the cumulative uncertainty, i.e., due to the power supply, the
measuring instruments and the calorimeter, on the measured power was about ± 4%.
Beam power varies linearly with beam current and the following empirical relation can
be used as a quick estimate o f the beam power for a given beam current and at a given
electron energy.

The following relation is applicable to the XRLC1 beamline at

CAMD.
P(mW) = q x IB(mA)
where, P is the incident beam power, IB is the beam current,

(5.3.1)
q is an empirical

coefficient with units o f mW per mA and its values are 0.93 for 1.3 GeV and 1.35 for
1.5 GeV electron energies. The resulting power is correct within ± 5 %. These relations
are valid as long as no changes are made in the beamline.
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5.3.3.

Beam Pow er M easurem ents a t XRLM3: This beamline provides “white

light” through a 125 pm Be window. There are no mirrors in the beamline, which
releases the power measurement from any mirror-related errors.

The power

measurement was conducted in a similar fashion as for XRLC1. Beam dimensions at
the exposure plane are 50 mm x 5 mm. The relaxation time o f the calorimeter in
vacuum (10“*Torr) and at different helium pressures (1, 10 and 25 Torr) was calculated
from the measurement data using the Eq. (4.1.11). The relaxation curves in vacuum and
in different helium pressures are shown in figs. 5.10 (a) and (b).
Beam power at different beam currents was measured in 25 Torr helium, as the
beam attenuation at this pressure was only 0.07 % at 1.3 GeV. The response time was
approximately 55 s.

Measurements were conducted at both 1.3 GeV and 1.5 GeV

electron energies as shown in Table 5.4.
Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show the measured beam power versus beam current for
1.3 and 1.5 GeV electron energies along with the calculated values. The measurement
and the calculation agree within ± 5%.

Beam power varies linearly with the beam

current and a similar empirical relation as shown in Eq. (5.3.1) can be used here as well.
The empirical coefficient, q, for XRLM3 is given in the units o f W per mA and its
values are 0.021 for 1.3 GeV and 0.055 for 1.5 GeV electron energies with an
uncertainty o f ± 5 %. These values are valid as long as no additional filters are used and
no changes are made in the beamline.
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5.4. Vertical Beam Profile Measurement
5.4.1.

Basic Principle: The beam emanating from the storage ring has a natural

divergence which results in a finite height and width of the beam at the exposure plane.
The width of the beam is restricted to 50 mm by an aperture at XRLC1 and XRLM3
beamlines. However, beam height is not defined by the aperture and it is 10 mm at
XRLC1 and 5 mm at XRLM3 as determined using a fluorescent screen. For uniform
deposition of energy in the resist, a uniform spatial power distribution in the beam is
desired. Since the quality o f the beam is dependent on the beamline components, a
periodic measurement of the spatial power distribution is necessary. A technique to
perform the vertical beam profile measurement using the interlaced thermal sensors is
explained in this section.
The measurement o f the vertical profile was performed using a cumulative
distribution measurement as shown in Fig. 5.13. If the vertical intensity distribution is
given by Pv(z) W.cm'1, then the total power carried by the beam of height, h, can be
written as,
h

(5.4.1)
o
The calorimeter measures the total power, Ptot only when the entire beam is intercepted.
If only a part o f the beam, as shown in Fig. 5.13, is intercepted, then the calorimeter
measures the power o f the intercepted part only. That is,

(5.4.2)
0
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Beam direction

Calorimeter
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section o f the
calorimeter

Scan direction

Fig.5.13. Schematic diagram o f the vertical beam power profile measurement
procedure

Table 5.5. Experimental parameters for the vertical beam power profile measurement at
XRLC1 and XRLM3 beamlines at 1.3 GeV, 100 mA storage ring constants
Beamlines

Scan step (cm)

XRLC1
XRLM3

0.127

Total scan
length (cm)
2

Number of
trials
5

0.08

1

5

Ambiance
Helium (5
Torr)
Helium (25
Torr
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Therefore, by measuring the beam intensity while intercepting the beam in steps, a
vertically integrated beam power profile is obtained. The derivative o f that curve gives
the vertical beam power profile. That is,
dP(z)
P v (z)= " d T

(5A 3)

The spatial resolution o f the profile is limited by the minimum step o f scan. Equation
(5.4.3) was used in discrete form to calculate the profile from the measurement data.
5.4.2.

Measurement Procedure and Results: Measurements were conducted

at both XRLC1 and XRLM3 beamlines.

The calorimeter was suspended in the

exposure plane and scanned in steps from the top of the beam to the bottom, while
measuring the cumulative power at each step.

The experimental parameters are

tabulated in Table 5.5. The values of the power measured were normalized to 100 mA
beam current. The measurement was conducted at 1.3 GeV electron energy.

The

profile shape remains identical at 1.5 GeV electron energy, but the magnitude of the z
dependent power will be higher.
Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show the results o f the vertical beam power profile
measurements along with the calculated profile at XRLC1 and XRLM3, respectively.
The calculation was performed using a ray-tracing program called SHADOW [76]. The
source was defined to have a vertical angular acceptance of ±10 mrad, to allow the
passage o f the entire vertical component o f the beam to the exposure plane and a
horizontal acceptance o f 6 mrad. The exposure plane was at a distance o f 10 meters
from the source which gives a beam width o f 6 cm and a beam height of 20 cm at the
exposure plane.

A dummy aperture o f 5 cm width was introduced just before the
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exposure plane to restrict the beam width to 5 cm, so as to be in agreement with the
measured beam width. Also, as can be seen from figures, the power carried by rays
diverging vertically beyond 0.5 cm from the center of the beam at XRLC1 and beyond
0.3 cm from the center o f the beam at XRLM3 was negligible.

This results in an

effective calculated beam height o f 1 cm at XRLC1 and 0.6 cm at XRLM3 beamlines.
The measured beam height using a fluorescent screen is indicated in the graphs. The
measurement and calculation agree well with each other at XRLM3, but the effect o f the
mirror misalignment and contamination is clearly seen in XRLC1.

Figure 5.14(a)

shows a comparative graph o f calculated and measured beam profiles at XRLC1 while
figure 5.14(b) represents only the measured data with a Gaussian fit. The calculation is
nearly nine times greater than the measured linear power density at the peak point. The
shapes of the profile match between the calculated and the measured values.

The

accuracy of the profile measurement can be improved by decreasing the scan step even
further. The scan steps shown in the table are the least achievable with the existing
arrangement.
These measurements demonstrate the viability of using the interlaced thermal
sensors for beam power measurements and beam profile measurements. The interlaced
thermal sensors have been used to determine the power flux o f a UV-lamp from an
exposure station, as well.

The use of a helium atmosphere during measurements

reduces the response time to less than a minute, which is a distinct advantage over the
conventional calorimeters.

The principle o f measurement based on the concept of

internal calibration provides a wide range flexibility in the use these sensors.

To

achieve accurate measurements, superior power supplies and measuring instruments are
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necessary as the uncertainty in measurement is severely influenced by the power supply
and the measuring instruments.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1. Summary
Diagnostic techniques based on thin gold film thermal sensors to perform the
resist-substrate temperature and the exposure beam power measurements have been
developed. The temperature dependence o f electrical resistivity o f metals was used to
convert the temperature changes into a measurable parameter. An optimized fabrication
process of a pattern consisting o f eight serpentine thermal sensors (38 mm long, 8 to 10
pm wide) on silicon and poly (methyl methacrylate) substrates was described.
The thermal sensors o f different (evaporated) thickness such as, 30 nm (less than
the electron mean free path in gold at 300 K), 50 nm, 100 nm, 180 nm, 250 nm and 370
nm (approximately ten electron mean free paths in gold at 300 K) were tested. The
calibration was performed using a programmable hot plate and at known phase
transition temperatures, from the boiling point of liquid nitrogen (77.2 K) to the boiling
point of water (373 K) and it was shown that the behavior o f the electrical resistivity of
thin gold film thermal sensors was linear over the range tested. The slope of that curve
was defined as p, the calibration coefficient, given in Ohms per degree Kelvin.
The size effect o f thin films on the electrical resistivity was explained with
reference to the mean free path of electrons in gold and it was shown that the properties
of the thermal sensors approach the bulk behavior as the thickness increases from 30 nm
to 370 nm. The thin gold film thermal sensors have demonstrated a sensitivity and
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precision o f 0.001° or better. The repeatability of sensors was improved by annealing
them at 300°C for 2 hours in an oven. It was observed that the sensitivity increases as
the sensor thickness decreases, but also, the stability of performance decreases. The 30
nm thick sensors showed an improvement from ~ 14% deviation before annealing to ~
2.2% deviation after annealing during a repetitive liquid nitrogen temperature
measurement. The same for 180 nm thick sensors was 0.33% to 0.11%.
The thermal sensors were used in the temperature measurement of a 100 mm
diameter bare silicon wafer and a PMMA-Si resist-substrate system during an X-ray
exposure under different conditions (vacuum and helium at 1 Torr, 5 Torr, 10 Torr and
25 Torr) at XRLC1 beamline, providing soft X-rays and at XRLM3 beamline providing
“hard” X-rays (see Tables 4.5 to 4.7 and 4.9). The relaxation time parameter was
measured in vacuum and in different helium pressures (see Table 4.1). The temperature
increase at the top surface o f PMMA and at the interface of the PMMA-Si system was
measured using these sensors. The maximum temperature rise was observed in vacuum
while the presence of helium restricted the temperature rise to a small value.
The thermal sensor measurements were compared with those o f

J-type

thermocouple and it was shown that the thermocouples were unsuitable for such
measurements.

A finite difference program (HEATING) was used to simulate the

exposure situation and the results obtained, within the frame of approximation, agree
well with the thermal sensor measurements.
The interlaced thermal sensors were developed to perform exposure beam power
measurements.

The design criteria and the measurement procedures have been

explained. An optimized fabrication process which utilizes a direct pattern writing on a
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negative resist was described. The principle o f internal calibration was explained. The
interlaced thermal sensor measurements o f the synchrotron exposure radiation power (at
XRLC1 and XRLM3 beamlines) and a UV-exposure station power flux were compared
with those of a Maxwell-Brobeck calorimeter and a commercially available calorimeter
(ASTRA-ADL). The results agreed well with each another. The accuracy and the fast
response time regime of operation of the interlaced thermal sensors were demonstrated.
The interlaced thermal sensors were used to obtain an empirical relation between the
synchrotron radiation power and the electron beam current at XRLC1 and XRLM3
beamlines. Mirror misalignment and contamination were detected at XRLCl. The
power measurements agreed with the calculation with an uncertainty o f ±5% at
XRLM3.
A procedure to measure the vertical beam power profile at the exposure plane
using the interlaced thermal sensors based on an integral type measurement was
explained.

The profiles measured at XRLCl and at XRLM3 were compared with

calculations. A Gaussian type profile was obtained in both cases, but the measurement
was close to calculation at the XRLM3 beamline.

6.2. Conclusions
The thin gold film thermal sensors offer an applicable technique to perform the
temperature rise measurements o f a resist-substrate system during an exposure. This is
one o f the significant contributions of this work.

There have been theoretical

discussions of the temperature rise of a resist during exposure [77], but the first time
measurements are reported in this work.

The thermal behavior of a resist during
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exposure is difficult to model accurately due to the ensuing degradation. The formation
of gaseous byproducts during exposure affects the temperature distribution within the
resist. The maximum temperature rise in a resist-substrate system not only depends on
the incident power and their thermal properties, but also on the thermal properties o f the
environment, the assembly holder, the assembly mount, the scan length, the scan speed
and the exposure chamber. Such complexity warrants an experimental validation o f the
simulation data. As a result, benchmark tests are necessary to quantify the temperature
rise o f a resist-substrate system during exposure.

The technique presented in this

research has offered an accurate measurement method. High accuracy is inherent to this
method as the sensors posses negligible thermal mass when compared with the
substrates they are on, they exhibit high sensitivity, precision, fast response and are in a
good thermal contact with the substrate whose temperature is of interest.

A good

thermal contact is achieved by directly fabricating the sensors onto the substrates. The
fabrication process developed in tandem with sensor fabrication has been optimized for
reproducibility.
The thermocouples, studied in comparison with the thermal sensors, have shown
their unsuitability when used in exposure radiation, especially in soft X-rays.

The

absorption of radiation by thermocouples is significant enough to interfere with accurate
measurement. Moreover, attaching a thermocouple to a surface so that it is in good
thermal contact is a problem.
It is important to understand certain drawbacks of the temperature measurement
procedure developed for the thermal sensors. The preparation for measurement is an
elaborate procedure. It requires, most importantly, the fabrication of thermal sensors on
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the substrate. The ease o f fabrication, even when following an established procedure, is
still dependent on the successful evaporation of the metal with good adhesion to a
substrate, the quality o f the resist and the developer, the quality of the etchants and the
ability of the substrate to withstand the fabrication procedure.

The strength of a

substrate becomes an important factor when thinner layers are used.

Successful

fabrication is followed by a calibration step.
Due to resist degradation upon exposure, the temperature measurement of resists
during exposure is a delicate process. The thermal sensors may lose their continuity
when the substrate underneath suffers from the irradiation effects. The foaming (in the
case o f PMMA) releases gases which may damage the sensors while “bubbling” out.
Figure 6.1 shows microscope photographs of thermal sensors on PMMA after using
them for temperature measurement under radiation. The black spots indicate voids
created when the gaseous byproducts diffuse out of PMMA. After this measurement,
all o f the sensors were rendered useless with the exception o f one. Such difficulties lead
to the use of multiple samples o f identical nature (as identical as practically possible) to
obtain statistics for one data point during the temperature measurement. This problem
is typical of sensors at the top surface of the resist but has not been observed for sensors
at the resist-substrate interface.
The beam power measurement technique using the interlaced thermal sensors is
another significant contribution o f this research. This method is based on the internal
calibration principle which makes it flexible to be used in different ambiance and in
conjunction with a variety o f measurement set ups without requiring a pre-calibration.
The use of helium inside an exposure chamber during the power measurements
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Voids created due to the bubbling out
o f gaseous byproducts during exposure

Fig.6.1. Optical microscope pictures showing the damage to thin gold film thermal
sensors on a PMMA substrate caused by the foaming of PMMA during an X-ray
exposure
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improves response time to less than a minute, a definite advantage over the other
methods.

This method has worked well as a diagnostic tool in discovering

misalignment and contamination o f the gold mirrors in the XRLCl beamline. It can be
used with a relative ease to conduct routine beamline diagnostics.

However, it is

important to note that the accuracy o f beam power measurement is dependent on the
uncertainty o f the power supply used for calibration. The sensitivity of the interlaced
thermal sensors can be increased by decreasing the thickness o f the sensors.

Such

increased sensitivity is useful when measuring a monochromatic photon beam power as
such a beam is normally associated with a smaller flux.
The accuracy of the vertical profile measurement o f the beam power can be
increased by increasing the scan step resolution. However, the measurements should be
considered with care as it is difficult to exactly identify beam edges even with a
fluorescent screen. This is one o f the error sources. This method is suitable to perform
a quick and coarse measurement o f the beam profile, but for accurate and decisive
profile measurements more conventional methods [42] are recommended.

6.3. Scope for Future Work
A fabrication process has to be developed to make thermal sensors on top of thin
resist layers ( < 5 0 pm).

This will be useful in measuring the temperature profile

through the depth o f a thick resist during exposure. By stacking several thin resist
layers with sensors, on top o f one another a thick resist can be formed. Presence of
thermal sensors inside this thick resist at discrete intervals helps measure the
temperature depth profile.
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The resist temperature measurement presented in this work is a destructive
process in which the sensors after measurement are rendered useless for further
measurements.

It is desirable to fabricate the thermal sensors on a thin adhesive

substrate which can be attached to a specimen whose temperature is to be measured.
This would save the thermal sensors from getting damaged during measurements. Such
a thin film substrate is required to be thermally conductive with a thinner insulation
layer to electrically isolate the sensor from the substrate. Small values of thermal mass
and a good thermal contact should be used.
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APPENDIX A
RESIST ADHESION TEST AND BOND STRENGTH

A .l. In tro d u ctio n
The focus o f this research has been to develop diagnostic techniques for thick
resist applications, i.e., resist layers o f thickness 75 pm and above. In particular, the
work presented in previous chapters was concerned with the exposure process. One of
the undesirable effects o f exposure to high intensity sources is the loss of adhesion
suffered by thick resists.

This was mentioned in chapter 4 in connection with the

temperature rise during exposure in the resist-substrate interface. It was argued that the
effect of temperature alone, STthe actual exposure conditions utilizing a certain pressure
of helium and a constant scanning o f the resist-substrate assembly with respect to the
exposure beam, seemed insignificant to inflict high enough stresses to cause the loss
adhesion of the resist from the substrate. There have been other explanations in the
literature. In this appendix, an overview of the problem of the loss o f adhesion will be
presented.

A procedure developed to characterize the bond strength of different

solvents will be described along with a quantitative model, in conjunction with this
research. Results of the bond strength test will be discussed in comparison with similar
results from a previous work.
Conventional techniques o f the application of resist to a substrate are based on
spin coating. This method is unsuitable in high aspect ratio lithography which utilizes
thick resists. In the traditional LIGA approach, the resist layer is cast on a substrate
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using a press [78]. This method is usually accompanied by the generation o f high
stresses in the resist and at the resist-substrate interface, which may cause the resist to
crack and/or separate from the substrate. High stresses in the resist can be attributed to
the significant variations in the thermo-mechanical properties o f the resist from those of
the substrate.

Table A .I. lists some of the properties o f PMMA resist and silicon

substrate [63,70,79,80]. Notice that the thermal expansion coefficient of PMMA is
higher than that o f silicon by a factor o f 30 or greater. In addition, the tensile modulus
o f PMMA is substantially lower than that of silicon.

This condition prevents the

annealing o f PMMA to relieve o f stresses before exposure and development.
Another commonly used approach is to bond a resist sheet to a substrate with a
subsequent machining of the resist layer to the desired thickness [81]. This technique is
believed to introduce comparatively less stresses.

The post-exposure separation of

PMMA from the substrate is considered to be an adhesion problem which may be due
to- the nature o f the bonding solvent, the residual stresses in the resist [41] and the
effect of photoelectron at the resist-substrate interface [1]. In connection with this work,
a characterization procedure was developed to test the quality o f bond formed by
different bonding solvents, between PMMA resist and silicon substrate.

A.2. Measurement Procedure and a Quantitative Model
Several solvents were tested for their bond strength between PMMA resists of
different thickness and a 500 pm silicon substrate. The solvents and their properties are
listed in Table A.2. Different thickness of PMMA sheets used were, 75 pm, 125 pm,
250 pm and 500 pm.
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Table A.l. Thermo-mechanical properties o f PMMA and silicon
Material

Tensile
modulus (GPa)

PMMA

2.4-3.3

Thermal
expansion
(xlO"6 K'1)
70-77

Silicon

113

2.3

Tensile
strength (Mpa)

Elongation at
break (%)

80

2.5-4

Table A.2. Properties o f different bonding solvents used for PMMA bonding
Solvent

Molecular
weight
(g m o l1)
119.39

Density
(g cm'3)

Flash point
(°C)

1.484

Boiling
point
(°C)
61-62

112.56

1.107

131-132

23

1.6

134.17

0.937

162

70

0.4

Xylene

106.16

0.86

137-140

29

1.19

MMA

100.12

0.936

100

10

5.0

2-Pentanone (2PN)

86.13

0.812

100-101

7

5.0

Chloroform
(CF)
Chlorobenzene
(CB)
Diglyme

-

Vapor
pressure
(kPa)
26.0
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A.2.1. PMMA Resist Application Procedure: After annealing in an oven at
60°C for 30 minutes, different thickness of PMMA sheets of dimension 50 mm x 50
mm were bonded to silicon wafers with a previously spun PMMA layer of
approximately 1.75 pm thickness [41].

The bonding was done using each o f the

solvents listed in Table A.I. Depending on the solvent, 20 pi to 40 pi o f the solvent
was dispensed into the gap between the PMMA sheet and the silicon wafer. The sheet
was then held pressed under a force o f 2 kg. for approximately 24 hours. After ensuring
the adhesion of PMMA sheets to the substrate, they were tested for the bond strength.
A.2.2. PMMA Adhesion Test: The quality of bonding of PMMA sheets to
silicon substrates was investigated using a mechanical cleaving test [82,41],

The

experimental test station was installed on a SUSS PM5 micro-manipulator. A substrate
with a solvent bonded PMMA sheet was positioned on a vacuum chuck located in the
center o f the station. A razor blade was installed in a cantilever holder mounted on a
motor driven stage. The motor provided a maximum driving force o f 4 kg. It was
found that for the purposes o f this measurement, the 4 kg limit was sufficient.
Figure A.I. shows the schematic o f the cleaving process.

The forces, their

components and the distance variables which have been used in the derivation o f the
model are also shown in the figure. An expression for the bonding force (Fb) o f the
solvent is derived below.

From the figure, the following forces can be defined as

follows:- Fb is the bonding force o f the adhesive, Fd is the driving force o f the blade, P is
the peeling force, normal to the surface of PMMA at the point o f contact, A, and Fr is
the force of friction balancing the driving force. The peeling force at point A produces a
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Fig. A. 1. Schematic diagram of the bond strength test process
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bending moment, MP, acting on point B, which in turn introduces a stress, crmand hence
a strain e in the section AB. Approximating the segment AB as an arc, the following
variables can be defined.
Ro = the radius o f curvature of the mid-section o f the resist (where there are no stresses),
R,n = the inner radius o f curvature = R<,- ^ , (where exist the compressive stresses),
R,,,,, = the outer radius of curvature = Ro+ “ , (where exist the tensile stresses),
k = the length of the blade edge
In triangle OAB, P = 2a, and therefore,
C 2 ~ ( h ') 2
2h'

R ou« = ------------------------------------------------------- (A-2.1)

where, C = c + k and h '= j){ o sp or h’= % o s 2 a . But,

cos 2 a =

-1

(A.2.2)

I VC2 + h 2
Substituting this in the expression for R<, and approximating it for very small values of
h, we get;

R ou. =

(c + k)2
2h

(A .2.3)

The stress at B due to the bending moment is,
crm = Es

(A.2.4)

where E is the Young’s modulus, s can be written as,
AL

( R „ - R 0) - P

t

............
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Therefore,

(A.2.6)

k ( c+k) 2 - t - h ;

From the definition o f bending moment, the following expression for MP at B due to P
is obtained [83],

(A.2.7)
where y is the width of the crack. Substituting Eq. (A.2.6) in (A.2.7) the following
relation is obtained.

M

Et3hy

(A.2.8)

From this an expression for P is derived as,

P

(A.2.9)

The bonding force per unit length can be expressed as,

• cos a

(A.2.10)

Equation (A.2.10) can be used to calculate the bond strength o f a solvent when
the thickness, t, o f the resist and the crack length, c, are known. The cleaving process
was observed through a microscope equipped with a video camera displaying the image
with 100X magnification. This was used to measure the crack length with an accuracy
o f about 25 pm.
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A.3. Bond Strength Measurement Results
The quality o f adhesion o f PMMA sheets to a silicon substrate was measured for
different thickness o f PMMA (as mentioned in section A.l) and six bonding solvents
shown in Table A.2. The measured values o f crack lengths for all samples o f different
thickness were normalized to a thickness o f 1000 pm and averaged for a corresponding
solvent. Figure A.2 shows the results of these measurements in the form o f a bar graph.
The data clearly indicate that the commonly used bonding solvent methyl methacrylate
(MMA) provides the weakest bond compared with others.

In decreasing order, the

solvents, xylene, diglyme and chloroform appeared to offer good bond strength.
The results of crack length presented in a previous article [82] were compared to
the results presented here.

The bond strengths for solvents such as, MMA,

chlorobenzene, chloroform, dichloromethane (DCM), tetrahydrofuran (THF) and
dimethylformamide (DMF) were calculated using their crack length data on several
substrates like, uncoated glass, titanium coated glass, chromium coated glass and gold
coated glass.

Figure A.3 presents the compiled data of bond strength o f different

solvents on different substrates along with silicon measurements. From the graph it can
be deduced that chromium provides the best adhesion among different solvents. The
substrate-solvent combinations in a decreasing order of their bond strengths are given
as, Cr-Chloroform (<f>b = 2.4 kg cm '1), Si-Xylene (<(>b = 1.3 kg cm '1), Ti-Dichloromethane
(<|)b = 1.25 kg cm'1), Glass-Chloroform (<|>b = 1.1 kg cm'1) and Au-Chlorobenzene (<j)b =
0.9 kg cm'1).
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Fig.A.2. PMMA-Si bond strength for different bonding solvents
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Fig. A. 3. PMMA bond strengths for different substrates and solvents
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A .4 . C o n clu sion s
A characterization technique to measure the bond strength of a solvent on
different substrates and for different resist thickness has been developed.

This

technique has been tested on several combinations of resist thickness and bonding
solvents on a silicon substrate.

The experimental procedure developed has some

limitations. As resist thickness increases the approximation in the model, that the
section AB (see Fig.A.I.) is an arc, is no longer valid. Under such circumstances, the
formula derived for the bond strength (Eq. A.2.10) may not give accurate values. The
proposed model should therefore be treated with caution depending on the experimental
conditions.
It should be noted that, bond strength is not the sole criterion for the selection o f
a bonding solvent. Bonding is a result o f the partial dissolution o f the surfaces to be
bonded. As a consequence, the solvent is absorbed by the resist at the bonding surface
and in the absorbed region the polymer morphology and/or density is significantly
affected [82]. This has been termed as the solvent affected zone, (SAZ). The SAZ is
clearly marked by the depth o f solvent penetration into the resist. Solvents which create
thicker SAZ’s are not recommended.

For this reason, even though MMA offers a

weaker bond strength (see figures A.2. and A.3.), it is used preferentially over other
solvents.
The post-exposure loss o f adhesion of thick resists is a problem which persists
even when the adhesion itself is improved. This is because, the stresses which are not
high enough to cause cracks in the resist will remain within the film and become evident
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after development. It has been noticed that small features lose adhesion more readily
than the larger ones after development [41]. This is a problem which is still under
study.
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APPENDIX B
CHARACTERIZATION SYSTEM

As a part o f this research a comprehensive system to perform various exposure
diagnostics including the ones described for temperature rise and beam power
measurements, was built in collaboration with two other members o f the group. The
purpose o f this system is to provide different diagnostic capabilities so that an exposure
process or a beamline can be adequately characterized.

This approach utilized an

exposure chamber with custom designed flanges to incorporate diagnostic instruments.
Figure B.l shows different elevations of the diagnostic chamber which consists
of an exposure chamber on a steel cart. The exposure chamber is a six-way cross with
ASA flanges welded onto them.

This was mounted on a custom built cart with

adjustable height legs so that it can be affixed to any beamline for diagnostic exercises.
A turbo pump provides a vacuum of 10“* Torr inside the chamber. A scanning system
was installed to facilitate the sample scanning during exposure. The scanning range is
about 90 cm. The scanner is controlled by a control program developed in Lab VIEW
[85] software.
A multiple feedthrough flange was designed to accommodate various diagnostic
devices.

Currently, the interlaced thermal sensors based calorimeter, thermal

sensor/thermocouples, a quadrupole mass spectrometer and a vacuum gauge can be
mounted. Figure B.2. shows photographs of the characterization system in different
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Fig.B. 1. Drawings depicting different views o f the characterization system
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Fig.B.2. Photographs o f the characterization system
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Fig.B.2. Photographs o f the characterization system (contd.)
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views. Provisions have been made to incorporate infra-red cameras. The chamber can
also be used independently for sample exposures.
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